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CHAPTER I 
INTRODU'OIJ.'ION 
I. THE PROBLEN 
~~ .2! ~~ ;ero1?1!!!!" An exper:tm.ental state 
of development of the O.f.fice of Public Relations exists 
in a few' Seventh-day Adventist colleges as a. result of a. 
partial awakening to the need. A full realization oi' 
the impor•tance of public relations :ls lacking as is a 
standard criteria for the establishrnent of this o.ffic e. 
This is evidenced by the incorn:plete, and :tn marJ.y cases, 
complete absence, of public r•elations programs in these 
institutions. 
1. To su.rvey the theories and practices of Ol:>gani-
zation and administration in the field of 
public relations. 
2. To investigate the public relations programs in 
various colleges. 
_ . ----- ---The lon~ range ob·tecti vas: -~ ~~~ ~.......,...- -::atL.~ 
1. '.ro determine the need for, and ·the most des:trable 
feature of, the organization and adm.inistra.tion 
of a college public relations program. 
2. To apply these features to a. public relations 
program for Seventh-day Adventist colleges .. 
3. To write a report presenting this study as a 
suggested e:uide fop an impro'ited o:t•ge.::nization 
2 
and administration program o£ public relations 
tor Seventh-day Adventist colleges, 
II. PROCEDURES AND TECHNICS 
~~t2ra~~ ~!elo The first step, following the 
submission and acceptance of the agendum, was to survey 
-the pertinent literature in :•the field of public relations. 
This included rr..ater.is.l fro~"' various fields in addition 
to ·the educational. These areas 11ere ( 1) aclruinistratiion, 
(2) teaching and supervision, {3) fundamental public 
rela;tions, Ud college and university public relations, 
and {5) public relations in business. 
From this material were extracted the most desirable 
organizational procedures as set forth by the authors. 
Qp£l~~e ~~vel· The personnel, concerned with 
public relations~ of (1) two state colleges, (2) two 
private colleges, and (3) three Seventh ... da.y Adventist 
colleges 1.rere consul ted :l:n this t'lfest ... coast survey. 
r-----The-col-1-eges- surveyed 1•1ere as follows: --
1----------- - --
I~ State colleges: 
A. San Francisco State College, San Francisco, 
California. 
B. Sacramento State College, Sacramento, 
California. 
II. Private colleges; 
A~ College of the Pacific, Stocktona California$ 
B. Hills College, Oakland California • 
• __ aven ... ay Adventist-colleges:-
A. Pacific Union College, Ang-vd:n, California. 
B~ La Sierra College• Arlington, California~ 
C~ Walla Walla College, College Place, 
Washington. 
The two state colleges and the two private colleges 
were consulted by personal interview, as was Pacific Union 
College; Walla Walla College was interviewed by a long• 
3 
---~dis-tance telephone call and a subsequent questionnaire. The 
author, being personally acquainted with the program at 
" 
La Sierra College, utilized the :tnfor1nal interview, long• 
distance telephone call, and a subsequent questionnaire •. 
Full letters of explanation, in addit:ton to the phone calls, 
were sent with the questionnaires, A sample of the question-
naire, also used as a guide in the interviews, is found in 
Table I. 
These surveys revealed the most desirable policies and 
proced:ures, standard practices 1 reconnnended improvements, 
and existing weaknesses as found in literature and actual 
practice. 
~nalzsJ..!, ~Ol!,lpar:ison, ~ .:!Jlte;£pr~jaa.tiop. A surm:nary 
or-t:ne-:tmtYortance and-main ·functions of educational 
----
pU:bl:to relations, plus an analysis of these main funo• 
tiona.~· was then outlined from the review of the litera ... 
ture9 The public relations programs existent in the 
seven colleges mentioned above also were charted, su.mmar:t.zeo. 
----and analyzed as to UCl.ll"'PEmtupracticesuuand_des:tred_ 
See Appendi2t, p. 136. 
improvements. A suggested guide for the organization 
and a.d:min1.stration of a public relations program in 
Seventh-day Adventist colleges was then outlined~ 
IIIo AVAILAI3,ILITY OF DATA 
The field of Educational .Public Relations :ts still 
4 
new-•many books on the subject having been written since 
1946. Literature in the .field;c howeverv- is expanding rapidly. 
The Prid_!'!'l..!.~~ is an example .of the progress l:>e:tng 
made to keep collage public relations directors ctwrently 
informed on the latest deYelopraen·bEh Public relations 
directors, by the very nature of their t-Iork, ·(~[ere very 
cordial :tn allowing time for interview and supplying 
literature pertinent to this stuo.y. 
IV., DELIMITATION AND FURTHER STUDY 
This s.tudy is presented. as a broad overview of the. 
importance and main functlons of·educat1J.o:na1 public 
r-----·relat1;ons--as-.found tn theory-and practice. In t-I&s not 
~~-~·--~--· 
intended as an intensive study of the· f1.eld • 
.. Topics concerning collage p11bliG relations that 
presented themselves to the mind of the investigator 
as being. worthy of :6.trt;her study 1-rere as. :t'ollo\-HH 
L•-.--Techri!c~Lot public relations _medi-a __ 
2. New publics and special services 
3. Wor·king through publics 
4-• Efficient utilization of -the alumni association 
!:). Budgeting tb.e college public relations department 
6. Cooperative public relations bettveen sister 
colleges. 
V. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
Public relations. Public r•ela.tions may be defined 
.... II' t""" I'll• I ... - •. 
-as- the best medium for building good l'll'ill for an insti tu ... 
tion--good will which will even·buate in more generous 
support and patronage and ·bhus increase the institution's 
capacity for service. 
Public~. :Publics may be defined as any group 'cha. t 
comes in contact with 'bhe lnstitution, such a.s Student's 
Oo:mmunity Contributors. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
In only one of the three Sever:rhh-da.y Adventist 
colleges on the Pacific Coast was found a. full-time 
director of public rela.tions 1 and he was to be placed 
1-------'on__a_pa.rt;~time basis the f'ollowing year. The policies 
(------~-- --~- ~-~~ ~--~ -
suggested in the literature, and the programs in existence 
were found to be much more complete in other private 
and state colleges than in seventh-day Adventist colleges. 
1-----------~-----~ ~-~ ~-~----- -~~--~~---~ ----
CHAPTER II 
IMPORTANCE AND MAIN FUNCTIONS OF 
PUBLIC RELATIONS FROM A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
I • IMP ORTANCF; 
Every institution that is dedicated to public 
service, whether it is a private enterprise or tax 
supported, must promote a mutual understanding between 
itself and the publics it serves. Grieder and Rosentengel 
emphasized this when. they stateds 
••• a public, tax~supported institution in a 
private enterprise~ is compelled; if its management 
is motivated by a spirit of service, first, to 
explain its goals, achievements, and needs to the 
public- and second, to ascertain from its clientele 
and possibly others how to improve its services 
or products.l 
To fail to do this leaves only the alternatives of 
"possible loss of confidence, or deterioration of 
service, or both.n2 
Schoenfeld in "The University and Its Publics" 
, _____ stated: _____ _ 
Public relations is a tt...ro ... way street, involving 
both outgoing teaching and inco:min~ consumer research, 
-----rc-~i;i;; Grieder and William E • Roaenstengel, ~!:ib±.!.£ 
School !dn:d.nistr·a~ (New Yox•k: The Ronald Press Company, 
t------ ----- -
so to speak~ Public reil:.attons for higher education 
is at the heart;, on the one hand, of the development 
of sound educational standards and services for 
American society, and on the other hand, of building 
and maintaining adequa
3
te public support for our 
educational agencies. 
Everett Ca.se ~ th~j pr•eE:ddent of Colgate Uni vers:t ty, 
wrote, ''At no moment in history, perhaps, have our iinsti-
;-------tti.t'ians -pt higher learning) faced mo:r•e staggering problems 
7 
or more challenging oppor•tun:tties. u4 That the emphasis of 
this statement has by no means decreased since 1946, when 
it was written, is evidenced by many articles typified by 
the recent article in .&22! magazine which presented a 
revealing v:tet-.r of Amer:t<~an education through the eyes of a 
typical student. The challenge of Russian education -vna.s 
outlined along with proposals for improving our schools.5 
To reaffirm a t:r•uth by which colleges and universities 
may succeed in meeting t~hese demands, Case further 
suggested; 
• • • success in meeting these demands is no mere 
matter of the ass:tduous cultivation of public good 
will.. But if it is more than good public relations., 
,___ -~--1-t is-assuredly not less .... in the long run 1 the _ 
_ __ .f11.'t1!:r~ __ Q:f'_~I1:V :tnf:ltiitl1t5..on or enterprise is secure on~y 
···•a• -- 3'8;;-;pendix, p • 152 
!.1-w .. Ennne:rson Reck,; !:~!?1!£ .!l*·tion~ {New York and 
London: Harper & Brothers Publishers ,-:r91T-6), p. xii. 
5 George B. Leonard! J,r., nEducation, Fall 1958," 
as it commands the fullest measure of public under-
standing and support. Of nothing is this more 
profoundly true than6of higher education in-~and for--a free society. 
8 
The ext sting need for. a thorough prog:rarn of public 
relations in higher education ,.s also evidenced in an 
~u"ticle in ~.i!!J.e magazine. It quoted Allen B. Crow, then 
president -of Detroit • s Economic Club~ as saying, ''Almost all 
of ·the 2QQ ... odd business and professional leaders he had 
questioned consider United Ste.tes higher education a Haste 
of time and money. ttl'( Emmerson Reck believes ·this attitude 
on the part of the nation* s impoJ?tant leaders stems un-
doubtedly from the excess amount of publicity which has 
emphasized the senseless activities that invar:tably 
take place on a college campus. Also not to be overlooked 
has been the stress placed on legitimate activities such 
as sports. True, the useless and legitimate activities 
raay occupy a minute l"ole as compared to academic progress; 
but the um·d .. se use of publicity, one of the many facets 
of public relations, which is too often used as an end. in 
1---~----~--------- ---------
-- -- -- --- -- 8 --
1-----itsel-f',--has -helped ea:u.se th:ts s1.tuation. _ 
Public rel.ations is a broad activity. "Every :tnsti-
tution has public relations whether it has a public relations 
......... ~-~ ... "'"'6~·~---
Heck. loc. c;i t;. 
,~~~
9 
9 depar·bment or not. n These may be either good or bad, 
bu.t definitely one or the other. "The public relations 
· of any institution is the sum total of all ·the im-
pressions made by the institution i·cself and by the 
various persons connected with it; and (2) public re ... 
lations, therefore, is a way of life for an enti:re 
------·---
institution ••• 1110 It is the interpretation of this 
1.vay of life to the various publics and in turn the 
interpretation of these publics to the institution that 
constitute the real function of a public relations 
program. Unfortunately, in many of our smaller colleges, 
• • • the area of public :r·elations is much 
neglected. This may be due in some instances to a 
lack of appreciation of the need. More frequently, 
however~ it is due to budget and persormel 
limitations which conspire to make a public relations 
program a difficult assignment v-Ii thout in any t.vay 
reducing the urgency of tm need for constructive, 
and continuous ef'fort.to
1
:tnterpret these institutions 
to their constituencies·. l 
Seventh-day Adventist colleges 't'.rere founded not 
only for the purpose of developing the physical, the 
------~ ~---~-~--~--~-~-~ 
~~----:.--~---- 10 . . . 
------- 2IbJ..dw } P • 8 0 .9 !bidr p • 16 'J ~ ~~·' 
11f> .... ~J?...~ic ~J&~.i.ox~ . .!!! .~Ela.J) .. 9.9.~.l .. eges (Nashville, 
Tennesseeg ·JOint Conrraittee on PuDlic Relations for· 
Educational Institutions of The Me·thodist Church), p. 1. 
10 
mental, and t;he spiritual powers as a harmonious whole, 
but, also. "It prepares the student for the joy of 
service in this world, and for the higher joy of ·wider 
service in the world to come.n 12 In following the 
admonition of Oh.1 ... ist, ''Go ye, therefore, and teach all 
__ :nat_ions_, nl}. evangelism is one of the key functions of 
the Seventh ... day Adventist philosophy. It is no less 
important, then, that all the publics of these institu-
tions have revealed before them the very essence of 
Seventh-day Adventist higher education. Evangelism 
- must be effective on the home front to succeed else ... 
where .lL!" This last point should not be overlooked if 
an institution has a program worthy or its calling, 
fo1;.';;;good will ls not an automatic return for good v-mrk .1;(' 
Following is a summary of certain principles which 
should govern school public relations: 
l. The Best Foundation for School Public Relations 
Is a Sound Educational Program • o .• 
2, ·Public Relations Should be Honest and Fac·cual • 
1~-~-- ~ --~--
"!2·E·~·· ;:-White, ~~};gn (Mountain View, California; 
Pacific Press Publishing Association .. 1903), p. 13. 
13 . . ~ fl<?.Y .? .. i .£;1-.. e, Ha:b t;hew 28: 19 .. 
• • 
11+E. G. White, ;m,vans~~iSJ!l (JYlountain View, California% 
Pacific Press Publishing Association, P• .5~ 
15 
. ·• Sm.a 1 Colle es p. 5. 
3. The Public Rela tiona Program Should Be 
Comprehensive ••• 
lt-• The Public Relations Program Should Be 
Well Balanced • • • 
Public Relations Should Be Continuous • . .. 
6. All Public Relations Activities Should Be 
Presented in Terms That Are Readily Unders·&ood by 
Most Persons • • • 
· 7. School Public Relations Should Be Conducted 
Throughout on a High Plane Appropriate to the 
Iraportant Place Which Schools Hold in American 
Life • ., • 
8. Every Public Relations i'rogra:m Should Be 
Examin,ed Perigdically To Determine How Effective 
It Is • ~ • l 
II. MAIN FUNCTIONS 
Reck lists the following eleven steps in the 
establishment of an effective public relations program: 
1. Employ a cor~petent person to organize and 
direct the public relations work. 
2. Hake maximum use of the public relations 
director in a counseling capacity. 
3. Determine the institutionts publics. 
---~----------------. 
·· ---- 4:.. Seewe and analyze -the reactions of' tb.e . 
institution's various publics to its objectives, 
servioes 1 policies and ideals. 
!).. Study the needs of the institution. 
-~ 
11 
Grieder and Rosenstengel, 9.£ • . s.!E. ~, pp ~ 576, 577. 
12 
6. Coordinate all public relations activities. 
7. Educate members of the rcolleg~i family to 
their part in the public relations program. 
8. Weigh every proposed policy to avoid hasty 
or unwise action. · 
9. Consider every possibility for improving 
public relations with each of the institutionts 
___ va~ious publics. 
10. Consider every possibility for improving 
public relations through the various publics. 
ll. Provide adequa:be funds and personnel for the job.17 
He states that thes~ may be' taken in any order 
depending on existing circumstances which vary t-vith 
every institution. 
The fot•me:r joint committee on public relations for> 
educational institutions of the rJfethodist Ch1li'Ch has 
provided its institutions with an outline for public ~ 
relations in srna.ll colleges. In it they stress that a 
public relations program must start at the top with 
officials responsible for the shaping of its policies, 
, ___ -but~in-addH;:ton to this, 0 l?la.rmed public relations. 
serves a specific responsibility·-something to be admin-
istratively provided for--a key to the achievement of 
~-.. ": )l!t""'l1 ..... ....,~·~ 
Reck, .2E.. ill·, p 6 16 • 
13 
popular understanding and support--a job to be assigned., 
charted, coordinated and performed.n18 
In this same outline 1 two well defined organiza-
tional patterns exist. Plan I combines all public rela-
tions und.e:t• one public relations director: 
On some campuses this official is the vice 
president or the assistant to the president. An 
institution's public relations may be greatly 
enhanced by attaching prestige to the assignment. 
The public relations officer, moreover, should be 
well acquainted with the policies of the institution. 
He is a more effective public relations officer if 
he can be received into the institution's inner 
councils, 
?lan II distributes public relations responsi~ 
bilities among staff and faculty, assigning publicity 
to one individual, student recruiting to1~ne or more other members of' the organization, etc. n 
In using either plan, as the committee points out, 
qualified personnel is hard to find and is not numerous 
in faculty ranks. ttchurch college public ;roela.tions 
officers need sense of educational and religious values. 
Need easy entree to all types of people .. n20 Hore will 
be said in a la.·&er section as to the qualifications. 
----~.Y-~ry_ QOll~g~, no matter- how small, needs the 
objective judgment and ef:Cort of a skilled student 
of Public Relations to help in handling its com-plex 
1----- ---- ---!!?.!!~·-
14 
relations vd't;h it;s many 11publics." Public Relations 
is of wide scope, as wide as thE) institution's 
prograiJt,,,,p,.f. ?ervioe and as varied as :1. ts many contacts, 
both direct and indirect 1 with all its different "publics~ n Because of i·ts scope and nature Public 
Relations should be recognized as the administrative 
function that it is and should be x:egarded as one 
of the major assigmnents within the campus organi-
zation.2l 
The same manual from which the above quota.t;ion was 
secv..red l:t.sted three diagrams illustrating suggested 
organizations ·v1hich are show·n on the following pages. 
Figure ! illustrates the position of the Public Relations 
Director to the Presidentts Cabinet. F:lgwe I:t offers a 
program for small colleges in which no publJ~c relations 
activities have previously existed. Figure III suggests 
a plan for the larger institutions in vrhich the awareness 
of public :relations exists. 
From the foregoing information the follow:l.ng 
outline, which :ts not proposed as an all-inclusive 
. fo:rrn, was formula:bed to serve as a guide in charting 
the organization and procedur•es being advocated in 
·' 
1_~_J.:tteR_~j}Jl!'_e and follov1ed i:t~ actual practice: 
" . . . --;r--
&;.. 
Bo:y·d r1. McKeown, and John 0. Gross, Colle(l'e Public ·Re~!t~ons, Lea.f}et 1036B (Nashville> Tennesseer-J'~nt · -
Corrnnitte@ on Public Relations for Educational Institutions 
of· the Methodist Church), p. 3. · 
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Sol:Ld-.-ltne-s- indicate direct :responsibiilty; 'broken fines; 
cooperation and coordinating relationshipth 
:fi'~!GURE 3 
A PUBLIC RELAWIONS ORGANIZATION REC.OMMENPED FOR A LARGER 
INSTITUTION OR. FOR ONE IN WHl;OJ:I A WELL-DEVELOPED 
PUBLIC RELATIONS AWARENESS EXISTS 
·---- ----------- ------ -----------
---· -· ·-·-· .... 2 .... rr·-· ....... -............. 
.±E..!£1· t p .. 7. 
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III. 
Introduction. 
A• To determine the administrative philosophy 
concerning the importance of public relations. 
Pel .. sonnel Qualifications •. 
A.· Tll.e director ( o:r facsimile): 
1. Educational backgroUJld. 
2. Experience background 
3, Personality requ~.rement 
4• Character• tr•aits 
-- - !). Pertinent ·~aJ.entt1 
B. Secretarial: 
1. Educational background 
2. Experienco background 
3. OthGr desirable requirements 
Administx•at:tve cH.')rrip<is:i. tion. 
A. Autho~i ty If dignity smd p:r•est:tge of the oi'fice: 
1. Official title 
2~ Status 
3. l!>1ain function 
4. To vJhom respon~~ible ( di:!:•ectly) .. 
!;. Authority 
6. Suggestions f'ol'•. change 
18 
B. Office structure: · 
.:1. ~.rhe dh~ec tor: full time, p$4:"t time, .t'~<m.l ty i 
· etc. · 
2. 'l1he secretary: full time, par'b time, other 
3. Other f'ull time help; part time help sutd 
hours per li"teek 
h· Office space 
5. Special office equipment 
6. Suggestions for improvement of structure 
c. Directors administrative relationships to: 
( eg# ooo:rdinator, supervisor, etc.) 
1. Registrar or.director of admissions in regard 
... - -- --to- student .. promo 'Cion 
.... -~·--·Dep£).:t1_1:;ID§nt __ }J.ea.<is _ 
3. Fund raising 
lJ.. Publicity and publications~ 
a) General 
b) Academic 
c) Student 
5. Off camt)us and other services: 
a) Extension courses 
h) Studen-t; programs 
19 
d) Spestke!'t-~ or :£>peakers bu:J:>eau 
e) Alumni association, local and national 
D. Budget : ( yeat' lJf) · 
1. Salaries 
a) Directo!' 
b) Seoreta!'y 
c) ·Other 
2. Office e.xpendi·cures and pvomotion 
3 ~ ·what enroJJ.ment serves a~: basis 
IJ,... Are depaX>tmental publications included 
_ $11 T"t-ro o:r~ three ax•eas of majo:r e.x.pendi tures 
rv-.- Publics and spe.oial services. 
A. Students 
B. Faculty ·9.nd f3"baff 
0.. Parents and consti"t::Ueilts 
D.. Civic and social groups 
E, Alumni association 
F~ Church 
G • Gover:nmen·c 
H. Business and industry 
I 4 Conveniiion gr•oup.s 
J. Veterans 
K.. Spectal 
V. ~4J:edia employed and amount 
A. Ha.dio and television 
B.. F'ilms 
0. Hagazines and newspape;r>s 
D.. Faculty and staff 
E. stu.de:rtb publications a11d pr-ograms 
F.. Brochures and schedules 
G. Speakers bv~enu 
H. Alumni association 
I.. High school testing Pl"Ogram 
J.. Publics 
VI. Analysis of the program. 
A. Need 
-B-.--M~thods- -
_ __a_.._ .Ch~ok list 
VII, Director*s comraents~ 
I!I. SUMl'fARY OF TUE OfL.4.P'fgfi 
According to the survey, public velations was 
ege .program. Reck- s -
~0 
list of eleven steps in the establishment of an effective 
public relations program presents an overview of the main 
function$, of public relations which agrees with the 
progva.:ms suggested by the forltler cormnittee on pt~.blic 
relations for educational institutions of the Nethodist 
Church• 
c---- ~------- ~-
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS 0:£1, THE MAIN FUNCTIONS OF 
PUBLIC RELA'l'IOtm F'ROH A REVIEW OF THE LI'l'EHATURE 
I. IN'I'RODUCTION 
In the foregoing raaterial much emphasis has been 
placed upon the necessity of an organized public 
rela:bions program. Since the president stands at the 
head of the institution his understanding of the problem 
is very necessary., · Reck states, "Success of the public 
relations program • • • will depend • • • upon the 
relationships that exist between tb.e president and 
di:r•ector ~ 111 Reck then goes a step further and includes 
the entire sta.f'f', tmde:t* the wise leadership of the 
president, in his emphasis on cooperation: 
The president can do more than any o·cher individual 
to secure the whole hearted cooperation of the 
faculty with the direct:ol", and ·chis cooperation is 
extremely imp{,;):i?tant .. -no, absolutely essential- ... 
to insure anything like success for the overall 
·· ---~pr·o,gr~arif;2- ~ --~- --~ ···-··· ·· ·· · ·· -
Case said, "Officials, specifically char•ged vii th 
public relations ••• can do little ., •• tdthout the 
Reck, OPo cit., P• 31. 
0 ~ ~~ 
c. 
sympathetic support and, indeed, the active leadership 
3 
of top administration." 
II. PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS 
The director. Stress has been placed on the 
-------
__ i:mportr;mce of selection of one who will lead out in 
the public relations program. Often this has not been 
deemed important and, 
22 
The belief that colleges and universities tvere 
little more than country clubs, all too prevalent 
until recent years and still extent in some sections, 
resulted from. the short; sightedness of administrators 
and publicists who failed to grasp the importance 
of publicity work and its pptentialities for doing 
harm as well as doing good .LI-
Reck points out that few college presidents 
would select an untried law student to handle an important 
legal problem, and yet, 
llfany of these same presidents have turned to a 
senior ox> a recent graduate when selecting the man 
whose work would guide and mol~ public opinion 
concerning their institutions.~ 
He points out that· adminis·trators are coming to 
t------the--rea.~iza.tion o.t'- this situation, and the tide is 
turning toward efficient management of public 
relations programs. 
''~'~3 , ...... ¥0"0 __ ,_.. 
Ibid. 
Edward L. Bernays, one of the nat:l.on's leaders in 
the field of public relations, stated that the 
23: 
ideal public relations man does not exist. "One person 
cannott for the simple reason that he is a human being 
conditioned by experience and environment, possess all 
the characteristics of the idea1." 6 However, to 
establish standards and criteria by which to judge a 
person for the position, he presented the following# 
I think that the ideal public relations man should 
first of all, be a man of chavacter and i~o.tegr:i.ty, 
who has acquired a sense of judg111ent and logic without 
having lost the abill·t;y to think creatively and 
imaginatively. He should be truthful and discreet; 
he should be objective, yet possessed of a deep 
interest in the solution o;t problems. :Prom his broad 
cultural background, he shouid have developed 
considerably intellectual curiosity; and he should 
have eff'e.ctive powers of analysis and. synthesis along 
with the rare quality of ip.tuition. And with all 
these characteristics, he should be trained in the 
social sci~nces and in the mechanics ot public 
relations. ·r 
A br.ief list, made in summary, of what qharacter ... 
istics are considered important for an individual who 
may find himself with this responsibility ov :f'or one 
1---------------------·-----· 
·---------·--- --------------------------
I ~~·~¥ ,.1''614"'~!'1'1 
Ed"tnia:vd L~· Bernays; Pub1,t.£ K~.!!:~~e>p.~ (Norman, 
Oklahoma;. University of Oklih'Oma Pl.,ess, l9.52), p. 126. 
?Ibid. 
t----------- ------- -------- ---
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who may aspire to this position, included:8 
6 ... 
10., 
11 .. 
12. 
13. 
14 .• 
1.5. 
Integrity. 
Reliability~ 
Fairness. 
Frankness. 
General cultural background. At least the 
equivalent of a college education with a good 
background in English 11 history, science, 
. sociology, economics and psychology. 
-He mus.t read., observe·, and conve:rse VIidely ii 
An understanding of the philosophy of.education. 
Complete understanding of 'che history, ideals, 
aims and objectives of his own institution. 
Interest :tn people, their achievements, their 
problems and their whims. 
Possess a vrell developed news sense. 
Ability as a vtri ter and editor. 
Imagination. originality, and dramatic sense. 
Well developed business sense~ 
Must be an organizer. 
Alert, initiative, resourcefulness. 
In summary, cthe director's job demands, "Unflagging faith 
in the future. of educat;ion and in his ovm. institution, 
Un.wavering confidence in his O'l.vn ability, boundless 
energy 9 
• • • 
Because of t~he nature and importance of the wor·k, 
public relations is no job for a student or a teachel:' who 
has other duties. 1-----·~--~- ---·--- ------------ Neither is 1 t tp be ghren one who 
napp1fhs to--have -a. frair for writing. - ~ic Keown a.nd Gross 
advocated that, nThe public relations director should 
t-~--~---------· ----
have a backgrouncl. of specific preparation. in his field 
equal to that which the dean and business manager have 
in theirs. 010 
A report as to the qualifications needed in a 
college public relations d:trector 1-il'!l.S further outlined: 
Amtpng the pe!,sonal qualities desired 1-n e. pu.blie 
relatimls director perhaJ?s sJ.nqe.r:~.tl should head the 
list. P"t.:tblic l~elations J..S not a matt.er of mere 
propaganda or expediency, neither is it a matt;er. o.f 
sensational ballyhoo a~d press agentry. A genuine 
program in this tarea demands first of all honestt 
on the part of the person g:i. ving leadal"ship-~ln~ b ~at 
program~ll . 
Several other qualities that "tvf?re considered 
essential were: 12 
1. Tact 
2. Energy 
3· Enthusiasm 
4-• Loyality 
!). Imagination 
6., Judgment 
7• Discretion 
8. Friendliness 
9. A stound p_hilosophy of education 
10. Ability to meet people easily and to remember 
names and faces 
In~a-~q:i.~_i()n.;. t}tE} 41re_ctQr ~ho'!Jld possess administra.,. . 
t.ive-talentwith areasonable degree of organizing 
ability~ A ba.chelorts deg~ee plus graduate study :ts 
also suggested, with courses in journe.lism, psychology, 
---ro-
Me Keown and Gx•oss, op. eit., p. 5. 
~~~--
sociology! economics, education, business and literature 
and other cultural subjects emphasized. Work experience 
could include the newspaper field, business, teaching; 
preaching~ or any other job that "helps one to know people 
and to acquire insights into their characteristic 
______ ree.ct:i.ons. ul3 These are considered valuable co.ntribu ... 
I 
tiona to the success of a public relations officer. 
A public :relations officer thus equipped and 
given a cleg::ree of status and prestige on the campus 
is able, not only to justify his place in ·the 
president's cabinet but to use the information 
obtained in that relationship to interpret the 
;~~i~!~t~~~s~~::~~~:::r~ly and effectively to its 
!!?-.~ ~~C::<?,_£et~a~r,:x. Not enough :tnt' ormation concern:l.ng 
secretarial qualifications. was given. However, it l'lfas 
assumed that one \vould need the necessary training in 
secretarial science, and, depending on the nature and 
scope of' the "ro;:;>k assigned, an adequate educe,tion.al and 
work experie:nce backgr•otmd in the field of public 
relations. 
------·----~- The- staff and. school. -Since public :relations is a 
~ +'OO<.-;OiiV..,.lfl!H,.... __ ~--~~-•!_- ___ ~"------
way of life for an .in~rti tution, all o.f the per·sonnel 
play a part. "No col.lege or university can expect to 
have good public relations unless it shows concern about 
.'27 
the personalitieB of the people -vrho make up the f3taff. ul5 
The personal! ty .factor• was considered vi tally important 
for a11 1.rho must meet the public.. This included. t;he 
exEJcutives, i"aculty, office help, students, and. janitors.l6 
In referring especially to teachers and administrators, 
~:chese :men and i'll'Omen :must be gexmine. &nd possess the 
hig:h.est concept of their college or universityta 
f·unctions ill: a world of needf'ul people. Moreover, 
they must have balance and perspective and a 
crystallized ch.a:racter which is merged with the 
highest e.nd best intex>ests of the institution. Give 
an insti·tution st1;t..ff r.wnibet•s of this type m1der the 
lea<;lership of a p:c•esident of tJ:-u.e, noble, genuine 
pe:r:•sona,li ty, intellect and vision arJ.d its public 
relations will shortly approach perfection.l7 
Public relations is not to be considered a cure-
all for an institution that is sub .. stanrlard, nor rta 
substitute for academic .respo:nsibiJ.i.:cy__. ul8 A-n----!n-s-ti-tut:t-o,.,..,,r,.,_r--
-w:ust ___ oas-e~-fts- public relations program on a sound 
founda i:;ion of academic accomplishment. The Twenty-Eighth 
Yearbook published l>y the American Association o:f School 
Ad.minis·tra.tc;rs 1-'ras deyot;~d f.mtirely ·to the study of' 
~ ... ··$p 
''1s--
Reck, o·n. cit., p. 15'1. 16 . .:;.;;;.. -
17t,l:l;'2,1i9 !J:!;L~-~J.on.~. !£.· .~?1!:1~ Q.Rl~~~, 
Reck, loa. cit. 18 - .. _. 
E!~E~:!£. ~~~.!.2.!!2 !ll 2~.:!. 22ll~&i~t~, 
-
---
educational public relations. St:ress was plac€1d. on$ 
"F:trst--The Child in a Good School. tt 19 After con-
s:tdering the fundamentals of a sound program, it said, 
2$ 
. 
110n the otle l"' hand the most systero.atic and skilfully 
devised publicity cannot maintain the publiois confidence 
fundamentally tlnsound. tt 20 The accomplishrn.ents, ideals, 
and goals of a school must com:mensura.te vri th its calling 
and the concern of the staff must be constantly to 
inrprove the educational process. ''~l·o matter what; a 
college Oil' university says, its publics will ultimately 
form theil~ judgm.en·t of' :t t on the basis of the things it 
does on the thlngs it fails to do.u21 
III. ADMINISTRATIVE COMPOSITION 
Autl~q,r;h.S[, .~~e;rJ.;\~1 ~ E::.e_s..,t3-.8.G .2.£ .9.1:t;c._!. The 
title of th.o office should be one -vrh:tch ~'Ifill give a true 
picture of v-1hat the individual in charge vdll do. If 
-tn.e- marn.---au.~y- is to .. supply publicity and infol~mation then 
~-~ubli~ Relations for :America1s Schools, {Twtmty ... 
Eighth Yearqook. ·~Jashingto¥1, D. 0 ~: A:rnerican Aasocia tion 
of School Administrators, 1950), p., 59. 
oo 
e:. Ibid. 
21-· 
Reck 
the office should be cr.tlled .The Office of Informa.timl. or 
:. 
perhaps Director of' Fublicit:y. Reck clarifies the reason 
·for this: 
A man "t-Jho is charged -vd th p·ublici'by wo1 .. k only 
should not be burdened with the title of director of 
public relations~ He should not have to take the 
blame for public relations mistakes unless he has 
the privilege of gi.ving advice that might ~"v(7;rt i 
alleviate or eliminate them.22 
The p1~estige or standing, alo~1g w:t th the title of 
office may have much to do with the respect and 
coopex•ation a director may receive f:c·om.. ·the man:,r gl"oups 
with vlhOm he must wo:r·.k.23 It t•J-ae ootJ.l'.dde:r•ed most 
advantageous to title the office Divectol" of Public 
Relations and be recognized as an admlnistrt:ttive function. 
Me Keown and G·:ross stated, 11 l>t is in reality one of the 
three ever present divisions o:rt' areas of adn1inist:rat1 ve 
responsibility. "2JJ,.. The other two ivere the dean, in charge 
of acad«rnnic service, a.nd the tx·eazurer or• basi11ess manager 
in charge of business an.d i'ina.nce. These thl"ee of course 
~--------~a:i:'e __ :L_~~-~~-~1_ ~!1d~1· the pr•esidon.t. who sta.nds at the head of 
l--~--the-institut:tonts errtdr·e program~ uThese t:Pree major 
officials the.n. should corll.'pr:ise the president's cabinet, 
24
Heck, .21?.• ill-. p. 31. 
23 
Ibid. 
~
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a most important policy-making and administrat;ive body. n 25 
His basic function should be the task of educating 
the campus personnel in the importance and technics 
of good public relations and coordinating all activities 
that hold major public relations possibilities. By ·the 
_very_nature 9f his office he should be considered as 
counsel to the president and any other individual or 
grou:p that will affect the public relations program of 
the school. 
In establishing the office of public relations; 
the administration must determine the need.s, ideals and goals 
of the institution and align these to the policies of ta"ue 
public relations. These principles, in turn, must be 
:included in the orientation program oi~ the entire staff. 26 
The late R. A. Kent of the University of Louisville 
s'Ul'l1XIl.arized the relationship that should exist between 
·the president and public relations director in fiYe 
principles: 
--. -- --------~.----Matters of public- relat:i,ons should be 
- ---oentralized under the administration of a director 
ot public relations. 
2. The director of public relations should have 
close official connection with the president • o • 
~-"' '25····· 
Ibid. c :1 t ., p • 40 0 
.3. He should be given aid sufficient to allow 
him ample time for planning the broad phases of 
public relations. 
31 
4. His salary should be ample to attract and hold 
a man who has desirable personal traits as well as 
academic training. 
5. He should be the confidential advisor to the 
president on matters of policy which may result in 
______ .favo:vable or unfavorable ati;;i tudes O:Q. .... the part of 
the constituency of the institution.c.r 
These pr•inciples magnify the responsibility of the 
administration in choosing the proper person for the job. 
He should be selected ·wit;h the same care as is the 
selection of the college president. 28 
Office structure. If one is to hold the 
.,,iQfi''QoW.,.-~ .... --
responsibility advoca·bed, he will have little time for 
added responsibilities. Because the nature of his work 
takes him away from the campus in his association with 
the various publics, iti is desirable that he hold a 
full-time position~ "Even in a small ins·titution, public 
relations, if adequately done, is a full ... time job for 
. 29 t-----a-competent -staf-f--member. u -
1---------- ---
Officers of the State Department of Education 
in Missouri advanced an ideal office plan for admfn.:J.s·brators 
-~· 2•q 
Ibid., pp. 3$, 36. 
29-
28 
Ibid. , p. 36. 
of seoonda1~y education schools vihich emphasized four 
functions: 
1, A contact room between the school and 
outside 1.-J"orld. 
2, A special place where the administrator 
could receive visitors privately or engage in 
study. 
3· A place for storing records and reports as 
well as other essential materials. 
4. A place for work where persons concerned Q8uld 
be supplied with the needed equipment and space.J 
· Because these four points are basic to a public relations 
officef Figure IV is offered by the investigator as an 
example of office ar•rangement based on suggesM.ons by 
the Missouri group. 
J?A:£.~.cto! ~~ [iqmin!_~_!;raj;i.,.y~ £..~1ii .. ti?!1S;hip..P.,. In 
determining the relationships of the director to various 
depa:rtments and activities, the scope of educational 
public relations must be considered. Figu:res II and III 
illustrate five separate activities into which the general 
fiet-d-·ot-·publi·c relations divides itself in dealing wi·th 
·the specific types of work that an institution carries 
w-j(r-· 
Paul B. Jacobson, William c. Reavis, and James D. 
Logsdon, Qg.ties of §£l!Oo~ ?rinci:e,al~ (New York: Prentice 
Hall, Inc. , ~or, p • -r99. 
33 
on more or less constantly. 31 These are listed by 
Me Keown and Gross as: (1) student promotion, (2) alumni 
cultivation, (3) publicity, U1.) off campus and other 
service projects, and (5) fund raising.32 They make it 
c.lear, ho1rreve:r, that the public relations director could 
_no_t and should not head all of these areas. Other than 
having a voice in their organization, he may head only 
one or two of them With a supervisory or coordinating 
relationship to the others.33 Public relations is a 
team job in .which all connected v.rith the institution 
play an active part. 'rhe responsibility of av.rakening 
and inspiring these people to play their part, ho·wever, 
is one of the primary functions of the director. It was 
stated, "As a consequence, the mo'st important phase of 
the public relations director• s ·work is almost certain 
to be that of co-t..rorker with the adr.1inistrators and 
faculty members."34 He continued: 
In that capacity he must not only have a part 
in analyzing the needs and determining policies but 
·· ---must·-also--hold. hi111self in constant readiness to 
_. counsel inci:iv:t<3:us.1~ o;n. their public rela tion.s 
problems and t;o assist them on phases of their work 
__ .,. __ ""'3i _ _.. ....... ~ 
!1c Keown a:rld Gross, op.. cit;·~ p. 8. 
33 
34 
!!Ji.C!.' p. 11. 
32 
I)Jid•, PP.,• 9 .. 11. 
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35 
likely to influence the a·ttitudes o~ one or more of 
the institution's various publics.3S 
Reck also believed that the public relations director 
should per•sonally head a four division depaJ:~traent, namely: 
(1) publici·ty, (2) special services, ,(3) fund raising, 
(4) alumni. Included, without executive responsibility, 
---- - -
should be a special relationship wi·th the office of 
: admissions because of its many contacts with prospective 
students.36 These areas could be expanded or telescoped 
according to the size and needs of the institution. 
Various academic department heads or faculty mem·bers 
could be placed in charge of these divisions, thus 
forming a general public relations committee, which 
would be valuable in the formulation of policy and 
orientation of staff as well as sharing the load. 
Bu?.JiEf.~.. As previously stated, the budget should 
be adequate for the efficient operation of the public 
relations program. This would vary according to the 
~--- si-ze~and-needs -or -the school. Salaries should be com ... 
mensurate with the position and amount of l:"esponsibility 
attached to it. 
33_ .... __ 
36 
Ibid. 
-
Ibi.1'•, pp. 49, ,50. 
36 
An inquiry sent to ten representative, small 
senior colleges of the I"lethod:ist Church brought seven 
replies which yielded the follO'C.v-ing outline of figures. 37 
A lack of :material was noted in this area and is possibly due to 
the varying needs and practices f'ound.in every institution: 
.. _ _ _ Low 
S 1 i - ;... Ll'\f\ a area ·••••••••••·~·~·~ uvv 
Travel •••••••••••••••••• 100 
Printing (Catalogs, 
Bulletins and special 
literature)............ 648 
Photography .......... ;;... 25 
Advertising.,.............. 150 
Office Expense............ 100 
Miscellaneous ••••••••••• 293 
Direct student promotion 
High 
$ 4,800 
1,950 
2,700 
120 
6!~8 
!5!~.0 
500 
Average 
$2j>296 
838 
1,559 
91 
331 
275 
364 
(included :tn above figu;N:)s) average •. ~ ... $3 11 132 
Replies from two junior colleges gave the follmdng 
information:38 
Salax•ies •••• o ......... ,. ., ••••• 
Travel ••••••••••••••o••••o•• 
Printing •••••••••••••••••••• 
Photography and Advertising •• 
OffiC(:) Expense •• ~ ....... ~ •••• 
Miscellaneous ··~··~···•••••• 
Direct Student Promotion 
(included in above figures} 
$1;200 
1,000 
300 
300 
100 
. . ._ 
$1,000 
1,$00 
600 
700 
400 
200 
3'7 
Further study of current budget practices will be given 
in a later chapter, The f'igures above do show, however, 
the areas of expenditure and the proportional relationship 
as found in those institutions. The Joint Committee on 
IV. PUBLIC AND SPECIAL SERVICES 
~~· Since the public relatione ot an 
institution are involved in every area of contact and 
influence, its public is plural and each must be 
considered individually. In a guide for school public 
relations contmittees, the California Teachers Association 
strtrs·sed:·.; ''Tne:r•e ·is no single entity we can identify as 
t~--
tpublic opinion' as distinguished from p(!)rsoY.lal opinion. 
You must influence individuals ••• not some vague 
I 
pt~;bl:tc •n!.t.O These :tnd1.vidua.J.s fall into eharact;eristic 
groups, a.n.d iden.titying these different groups. is an 
,.mportant step in building a program v.Y:hich t-rould g:t ire 
ll'letXimum value to the. public relations program. lt'J:tthout 
this knowledge no pos:J. t:t ve program of s.ervi.ee oa;• 
30 
j~---_J,lll.Q.e_r_sta.nding can be la.unch.ed. "Therefore, attention must 
1 be give-n. to the opinions of many dii".ferent public rather 
·than to any general public oplllion. u1+1 
In the analy.s:t13 and organization of a public 
rel~tfons program, .and examinati0n of the school •s publics 
were considered most essential and one of the first 
LL2 
steps the director must consider.· If he is new to the 
institution, or :tf an understanding of the public relations 
objectives; meth.ods and procedures seems to be somewhat 
limited, the director might start by organizing a public 
relations committee of the school• s leaders; nun1 and 
t'lforo.en selected for tho:t:r special s.bili ties and inte:r'est 
in the school. In some cases$ this selection might 
1-----------
of the college family such as alumni. The group could 
supply no't only information but act as a liais.on to the 
various college departments and groups. t-Ii~ch the aid and 
counsel of a comxuitt;ee of thts t:ype, ensuing policies and 
pJ:~ocedures Hould be based on a more s1.:rre foundation. The 
·-~ ___ Ca_lifornia Teachel .. t s Association has publirJhed a manual 
to guide local school pub11.c relations c.ol1lmittEH1S; such 
was th.e1.r bellef in the 't-lisdom of this type of ovgani-
zationo43 
Know:i.ng that the l:ts·t of' publ:tos i<Vould include 
anyo~e and overyo:ne 1-d th i.rho:m the ins1ji tution came :tn 
contact t Reck listed thirty publ:t.cs that vrould .ne~d 
special attention~ 
1. Pro.s.;pect;tve students 
2. Parents 
.3. Studen.t;s 
~-. Staff :m.embEn?·s • • • 
5. Al\unni 
6 • Honorary alum..."li 
7. Trustees 
8. Local citizens 
9. S:i.ster colleges 
10. Accrediting agencies 
- ~-1-1-.~-Educat:tonal a.ssooiat5.ons 
~ --~-12.-~ -Learned- societies 
13. Seconde.ry schools 
14. It;rrrployers of college graduates 
1~. Professional men and t•romEm 
16. Bu.sdnet::s a.nd agr1.culture 
,.. "'f:"'~ ----~ .............. 
4··,;r 
:&.,reet.Yays to F1riendships, op~ cit. p. 1 .. 
17. Industry 
18. Labor 
19. Ministers and church people 
20. Donors 
21. P:rospecti ve donors and ne1r.r friends 
22, Clubs and soc:te·t;ies :tnte:rested in cultural aims 
23. Newspaper and magazine editors 24. Radio officials 
25. Motion pictu:re o:Cf'icials 
26. Can~pus visitors .. 
27. Telephone callers 
28~ Government ... -local, state and national 
29. Armed forces, and returned veterap~ 
30. Other nations and their citizens.44-
The above list was chosen because of its compre ... 
hensiveness, and not every college would necessarily be 
concerned with all of these. Neither is it stressed that 
this list was all inclusive, for some institutions could 
possibly add ·co the number. An examination of a .list 
of publics most important to a ·church college revealed 
nine groups: (1) the chw:•ch in general, (2) students, 
prospective students, (3) alumni, {Lj.} business and 
professional men~ service clubs, (5) women and women's 
clubs, ( 6) farmers, ('f) labor and labor groups, 
(8) government, {9) the educational profession, :tnclud-
, ____________________ ,__ -- -- - r·.-
, ___ ing ao_crediting agencies. ~.5 
Although every institution must determine its own 
publics, the gro~ps naturally divide themselves into two 
···-~·~"4Ij: -·-· 
Reck, .2£• ~.~ .. ~., pp. 38, 39. 
main areas, internal and external. The internal publics 
........... ll<l .. ,.~-
are those within the college family, namely: admini· 
stration and staff 9 students and prospective students, 
parents, alumni and constituents. In case of a 
sponsoring agency such as church, state or other, it 
l ______ ~t_a.nds with number one as being responsible for the 
administration. All other publics fall into the external 
category, such as cornm.uni ty, government, business 1 
indv.stry and labor. 
~:ee:ci~.±. §~r.Y?:.!3es 11 In this section, although some 
overlapping was unavoidable, services are not to be con-
fused with media. The service that can be rendered and 
not the vehicle used in doing so was the objec·b of 
this section.. It must be made clear at this point 
that th1.s study concerns itself with the organization 
of the public relations program and not the technics 
of carrying it out. However, it was felt ·t;hat an in-
clusion of general areas of services v.rould be in order. 
1----------~- -- ---
t~-~Mc-Keo'V.rn and Gross felt that a good public relations 
director should ''examine the needs of the college 
community and of nea..r ... by com.mu..nities and to discover 
the services t'fhich the :tnsti tution might; render :l.n 
m.eeting these needs."46 
Of all the publics it was stressed that, "Pupils 
a.N~ among the most effective of all the school's public 
relations agents .,n4·7 Another book listed students as a 
num.ber one public and medium by which to cal"ry the 
___ message _to other-s~ Parents were listed as nuraber two in 
importance. 4-8 These were referring to public school 
children but the principle trmuld be applicable in higher 
education. 
The Twenty~Eighth Yearbook of the American Associa-
tion of School Administrators listed nine avenues fox• 
better public relations t>Ii th pupils in th,e schools~ 'l'hey 
encompassed the school's total relationship to its students 
and were selected to illustrate the inclusive background 
necessary for good public relat;ions. They were: 
1. Have a student body comprised, or for the 
most part, of enthusiastic boosters of the schools. 
2. Give children specific instruction about the 
school as a social institution. · 
your community. 
----------
4.. Give attention, thru a ce.ref'ully planned 
program of pupil e,1.:ddance, to the problems e.nd needs 
of every child. 
5~ Keep adequate records of pupil's abilities, 
achievements, interests, and experiences. · 
6. Issue to parents the kinds of progress reports 
which they can understand and appreciate. 
7" Have the kind of' school progr-am which 
- develops in the pupils a. wholeson1e pride and sense 
of responsibil:t ty as member's of a.· school community. 
8. Have a friendly school, in which the public 
re£,ru.larly finds a cordial welcome. 
9 •. Direct attention to tfr~ outstanding successes 
of pupils and former pupils.+9 
Along vdth these nine could be included the 
"open door policy''· on behalf of' the administration and 
staff, especially of the public relation director, 
toward any student or, for that matter, any public that 
. . 50 
might have a problem they wished to discuss. 
Much has been said as to the importance of the 
staff in carrying out the public relations programo In 
working directly 1rdth student:s and hence carrying an 
~~~influenoe-vrith--the parents 1 the work of the faculty wa,s 
66-nsid.ered of prime importance. E,. D,. Whittlesey; who 
50 
· Reck, 2£• cit., p. 7~ 
stressed the lm.porta.nce of the faculty in public 
relati:ons,51 felt that the best interests of the students 
came first, ove:r which nothing t~ook priority.. Counsel-
ing was stressed as the main consideration: "This is one 
oi' the most px•ecious privileges and gravest responsi ... 
1_._._,··_b~J.f'l:;les which the faculty person may shal"e with the 
student. u52 This counseling may be of th.e formal nature, 
but not; to be overlooked are thE.~ opportunities of 
informal counseling on such occasions as a trip, campus 
stroll, or in the home. He also pointed out that the 
classroom was the best place for good public relations on 
the part of the faculty and, '1Here he can :m.a.ke or break 
himself and his proteges.u53 His belief that each poo:r> 
teacher is a definite public relations liability is 
born out by a study of 938 failures in four Michigan · 
colleges. Four reasons were given for failure and, of 
these fo'Ur, three vlere as a resu.l t of improper adherence 
r'I to good public rel~tions procedures.;>-!· rrhe th~r:ee 
1---·.f'acu.lty shortcomings were described as .fellm"s: 
-~-I" j "5'r'Wo.fi!T.,..UI ~~~-'"" 
. E. p. Whi ttle~ey; The .E!~}l~.~.I and r.:u?.l.~.~ ~!+~!!.gns, 
Leaflet 1055~El ( NashvJ.lle 1 Tennessee: 'DIV:ts!oxt of Educa tTOna.l 
Institutions of the Board o.f' Education of ';Vh.e l"lethodist Church), 
p. 6. 
52 
Ibid. 
53 
Ibid. 
! 
I ___ _ 
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l; Some instl"uoto:rs gave assignments vrithout 
giving consideration to other responsibilities of 
the students? 
2. Some instructors became absorbed in their 
lectu!'es and wer-e neglectful of' the orientation of 
students~ or of student reactions to the lectures~ 
3. Students considered certain instructors 
un.just in grading and Unt·dlling to admit mistakes~ 
They felt that some instructors gave the impression 
that they we1~e superior to their- students. Cynicism, 
sarcas111; ·and ridicule were somet:t:mes used. Senne 
instructo~~ were emotionally and socially ma.J. .. 
adjusted,S/ 
Just the opposite effect was noted when good 
public relations princ:i,:ples 't'll'ere follow·ed,. s.nd it was 
found that three of the four reasons f'or student 
achievement v1ere: 
1. \'Jhen the instructor stimulated permanent 
interest;s of the type vlhich continued afte:r the 
course was comple.ted .. 
2.. When instructors 'tvere acquainted t'lith good 
teaching methods as weJ.l as with ·the subject matter 
of t]lei:r courses. 
,3. When the instructors t'!fere friendly, and 
s.ho"t-red some personal interest in the stud~t}t 1 his 
problems, and his out ... of ... class inte:res·cs .::> 
r-----J.11ur-ther--suggest;ions-for faculty participat:ion were. 
----------- ------------
grouped under four points~ (1) enthusia.st:tc participation 
on student .... faculty committees, (2} keeping in touch with 
former students; (3) keeping parents a.dv:ts.ed of' news from 
their sons and daue.b.te:rs, and {4) cul·civating alumni 
"~'~5Ibid.~·:· p. 7. 
-' 
lfEverbody agrees that the most staunch friends 
of schools are the pa.r·ents ~"58 and they are vi tally con ... 
oerned vlith the p:r•oe;r·ess and welfare of .thelr children. 
In the public schools, :most parents• only contact with the 
school is ·chl~m.tgh. e. teacher 1 and although th:ta :i.s not 
! ____ cqmplet~ly tr·ue on the college level, the influence of 
teachers vr1tb par>ents cannot be ovEn"looked. Cfraciousness 
and tact should be the byr~Tord of not only faculty but 
anyone lrrho deals with the parents. A sumruary of this has 
been stated_, nPublic relations -v.r:tth parenta • • • 
r"9 reduced to an. application of the Golden Rule.".? 
can be 
Since most 
administrators and staff are parents 11 a little carei'ul 
thought on thei:r part would x•Ervea.l to them what they 
would desire for their m,m children. This would present 
a clear otrb guide or action. 
'11he foregoing materis.l or1 staff ... student ... parent 
relationship was presented to stress the importance 
of this area of service. Following is a aumrnary60 of 
--~ideals--for--special· services by the ·college in general: 
Ot"l • Cit • ; p • 6 • ~ -.-~ 
A. Students. 
Freshman orientation 
Com.f'ortable housing 
Good food 
Promote student govermnent 
Vocatlona1 guidrutce and placem.e:nt 
J?.romote student publications 
47 
P.rom.ot<r1 stud.ent sponso:;:•ed convocations and 
special events .. 
.B~ Prospective students. 
1.. Personal contacts 
2. In.forma.tio11. public~J.tions 
3. Student publications-... special issues 
4,. .Yee.rbook f'o:r; libl~ax•5.es of seoonda:ry schools 
5.. Scholarships 
6.. Special events 
C • Par.ents. 
1,, Letters of information concerning children 
and school 
2 ~ Health repo:t"'ts of children 
3. .Open hm.tse ... -parents as guests of the college 
L1;~ Opport1~nities t. ... or conferences with adm5.ni ... 
· s·tration and faculty 
D. Trustees. 
1. Annual lunoheor1s, etc., td th the faculty 
2. Periodical bulletins and letters 
3. Copies of annv.e.l r'eports 
l.~. Copies of important news releases 
:;. Alumni and student publications 
·· -~~- ~6,.--- Spec·ial·seats· at games or concerts 
E. Staff members~ 
Pleasant vl'Ol"'king conditions 
Equitable salt:tl"Y scale and promotion policy 
Sabbatical ~eaves 
Exchange protessio~ships 
Health, accident and hospital insurance 
Retirement fund 
I _____ --
7. Special tuition rates tor children 
8~ Cooperation on books and magazine articles 
9~ Newsletters 
10. Copies of important news releases and home 
town stories 
F. Alu.mni. 
1. Placement serv1 .. ce 
2. Letters of information, explanation, etc~ 
.3. Homecoming . 
i+• Promote alwrmi publications 
5. Promote meetings with college centered pr•ogra.:m 
G. Constituents and local commun:tty 
E~ibits and displays 
Social furxct:ton.s 
Assistance in drive$ a.nd campaigns 
Staff member ship in, c onnnuni ty organi za ti ons 
Speakers and enterta:tnment fo:r meetings 
Placement service 
Good will advertising 
Letters of information, etc. 
H. Church. 
1. Supply pastors and workers 
2. ChUJ:lch cen·te:.t:,ed campus events 
3. ]!Iinisterial conferences 
L~. Supply fs,cilities an.d ·staff for conventions 
I. Governm~nt~ 
1. Gooperatioll with gov<llrnm.ent of flo ials on 
programs 
----- -2-.---lnvitations -to speak. on campus 
1---- __________ 3_. ___ Q<ln:t'~:r>€}nc~s.and shovt courses 
!~. Letters of' lnformat:ton, etc. 
J. Business and.:tndustry. 
1. Placement se:f.lvi.ce 
2. Letters and special bulletins 
3. Aid in research and special projects 
L}. Night COU!'S~S 
5. Confe.r:>encos 
---6~- -us·e--of cci:Ilege i"'acili ties 
( 
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7. Invitation to partioipat;e i~1 cainpus events 
related to t-;heir profession or group 
K. Veterans. 
1. Provide of'fic e spac¢ fox• the counseling 
se:t•vice of the vet~n~an•s e,d.rainistra·bion 
2 • Fair evaluation of' irlork done in se:rvice 
;,. Special scholarships and loan funds 
4. A de qua te housing 
- 5.. Social and cuJ.·bural activities £01~ tdves of 
veterans 
6. Vocational guidance, aptitude ·testing, 
counseling; etc. 
The above list of publics and services is by no mea:ns 
complete but serves merely as s.n example. Special ser-
vices that might be rendered are limited only by the 
imagination of thos·e concerned in the public relations 
pr'ogram, anq the list of publics xnight be limited or 
extended. It was observed that,many of these special 
services, though listed first \Ulde~ one public, were 
adaptable to 1na.ny groups. Whatever· the college situation 
may demand, the administration must realize that a 
"cv.:J:>rent task of public re;lations is the discovery of 
new 'publics t ~u§~ . 
. ~---~--~-· -
--- - -----:ehe--o-ook listed 1n the following footno·be contains . 
ilpractical suggestions fo:r~ possible irwlus:l on in a public 
. . ,62 
relations program directed. tovrard the gene:t'al constituency. r 
V. MEDIA 
"The effectiveness of school public relations is 
determined in part by the media selected and the way they 
are used.u 63 Just having a large number of media available 
does not alone make a safe or wise program. The proper 
using these media are an important study in 
broad to include in this work. 
If the public relations program is effective it 
will 1t1ork through as well as to an institution t s publics. 
As an example~ much has been said as to the importance 
of using the faculty as a cha~~el for effective public 
relations, and yet, they also wm:•e listed as a publ:ic,. 
However., it must be remembered that before an institution 
can achieve good public relations through its publics, 
64 U!t :must have good public relations with them~" This 
:means that: 
1. It must understand these publics and their 
interests. 
2. It must key its policies and activities to 
serve- the interest of i·ts publics to the g.reatest 
possible degree. 
3. It must interpre-t; its policies and progl"am so 
63 ... ··~ ·~ 
P. 
275 
• Publi~. ~tions !E£. Amer!.~.a ~ s §~.fwo1_~., .2E.. ill·~ 
64 
" 
-~~~--~ 
that its publics ~rill have complete understanding of5., their worth both t;o them and to society in gene:t>al. 0 
When these objectives have been reached the various 
publics will become enthusiastic supporte:rs, 11 and only 
then can it be said that the pxoogram is succeed.ing.*' 66 
Some brief' examples will se:rve to shmv hova-
publics may be used as med~a: 6~--------------------------------------
A. Staff members. 
1. Good wo:rklnanship 
2. Honest attitude 
3· Interest in others 
L~.. Courtesy 
5. Good grooming 
6. Punctuality 
7. Familiarity with college histo:ry 
8. Leadership in professional organizations 
B. .Students. 
1. Familiarity t..rith history, t:raditions, ideals!/ 
etc., of ·t;he school 
2. Respectful 
3. Courtesy 
4• Orientation in programming 5. Guide service 
6. Christmas caroling 
c. Alumni. 
1. Meeting vdth p:rospecti ve studen:ts 
-z.- Introducing the presiderlt to co:m.rm;m:tty; etc. 
3. Job placement and rehabilitation wo:rk 4. Sponsoring the college programs 
. -,-;----
Reck, 2£• cit.; p. 67. 
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Ibid. Ibid., p. 64~ 
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D. Parents. 
1. Nomination of replacements for graduating 
sons and daughters · . 
2. Paren·ts association with projects in behalf 
of the college. 
E. Local citizens~ 
1. council of busineas men to work with the 
president 
2. Coopera'Cionr.n---c-sponsorshi-p-of~c-onc_erts, 
conferences, etc. ------------------
3· Employment of students and alurm1i 
The effectiveness of personal oo~tact was stressed arld 
should be accomplished when and whenever possibleo 
Using the term "media" in a more narro'!J-J sense exposed 
a multitude of vehicles with which to reach the various 
publics. Although the agencies or media through which 
the publics may be reached are almost v.nlimited, "Rather 
arbitrarily they can be divided into four classe.s: 
written, oral, visual, social. n68 The 'l'wenty-Eighth 
Yearbook of' the American Associa·tion of School Adm:tnistra-
to~s listed the following: 69 
1. 1rhe speech 
- 2.- -The newf!p8.per 
pp. 
3 ~ Radio and Jbelevision 4.. Slide film's and motion pictures 
5~ Graphic and pictorial materials 
6. The le'tter 
'''"'()8' ---
Reck, on .. cit • , p • 58 • 69 .;:;£. -
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7. l1essages to parents 
8. Student publications 
9. Miscellaneous publications 
10. Reports 
11-. Exhibits, excursions, and observances 
Also, not to be ove:rlooked, ltrere the sinrple day ... 
I to~day media that w@re not usually thought of as ha11ing ~-P-ttb~:tc_relation value. T1.-10 that were used most commonly 
I 
i 
1 were general letters of correspondence and the telephone. 
I j Simple; appropriate letterheads, promptness in reply, 
i ; neatness, and cordiality were a felt.r of the sugges·hions 
for better relation through correspondence. As the Bell 
Telephone Company stated, nl!hrery-l.:iime you pick up the · . 
phone, you are doing a public rela.tions job. It may b"O 
good, bad, or indifferent ••• tl70 This company felt; the 
public relations value of the phone so important that 
several f'ilras, film strips, and booklets were produced f'or 
use in schools and general instruction. An eigb:try ... seven 
page teachers' €;;;1.lide in the area of t;elephone commtJ,nica ... 
tiona was available along with posters to all teach~rs 
presenting-the subject. One hour lectures -utilizing films, 
t>ookl.ets, and discussion were provided for firms who 
desired ,:bhe:t.r employees to use the telephone properly • 
. According to George Creighton., Manager of ·the Lod.i 
Telegrapn-eompany"J,"~p-."="!'-.--~~~-----.c_. ________________ ~_~------
Bell 'l'~lephona Office, in an interv:ta'W'; the requests from 
firms for this service were :m.a.ny • All these services lvere 
prov1d.;>d by the telephone company as a public relations 
featwe at no cost to the public. Table x7l is an excerpt 
I trofu. the office managerts manual "Telephone Facts" which 
)-fuwthar-sllows-th~_emp_ha_s_is placed on the public relations 
j 
J v~lue of: this medit'Ul'l. As they summed :t t t 
I 
~· 
i 
' 
The impressions we make over the telephone are 
impoi'tant • • • more i~ortant perhaps than most of 
us realize. In both bu~iness and social l:tfe 11 our 
voices over the wire reflect our personalities. 
When meeting people face to face, poor d:tc~ion mo.y 
often be excused because of a winning smile or a 
vrarm personality. But when you talk over the t()le-
phonet yow. ... voice • • • and your voice alone • • • 
:i.s you. r(2 
The above media deal ·co a great extent with a 
phasE; ot public ~elations that has caused col1eern--
pU.bl:i.oity. Since public relations is nboth the base and 
the obje~t:tve of publio1ty,~'73 1t was thought appropriate 
to stress again the importance ot a sound public relations 
p~Qgram -in ~this section. Before any thought of expanding 
publ..leity effo:t'ts can be givell consideration» a ;re ... 
evaluation of: the public relationl.l p~ograrn should be 
.. 7!''"·-- . 
See Appendix, p" 1691!. 
made to see if its policies, services, and activities are 
geared to the best interests of those individuals and 
groups from whom the institut·a.on seeks confidence. "Only 
when this • • • process has been accom:plish.ed th:r:•ough 
thoug;b.tful: discussi<m, investigation, and action can 
publicity be sought wit:h safety." 74. 
important in the use of all mediat 
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1. ~alance you.t' proE_:rarn so that all t.ypes of media 
and all staff members s,re used in public relations. 
2 • Ah:rays select the best media for the specific 
purpose to be ach:tevecl.:., 
3. D:tstr1.bute inforrnation throughout the year, 
with a few good stories each week. 
L~. Release information to the public lvhile it is 
still news. 
,5. Publicize some of the "little thi:n.gs" a:r'ouncl 
the school. 
6. Give space in publications to the work and 
accomplishments of many· ·t;.E')achers, many department; a, 
and many students. 
7,~· Start planning early so that you have time to 
even out a good joh. 
8. Give every item for publication one las·t check 
by- e, s eeond. -staf'f __ memb er __ b etQ:f>Jt__1__tfl_i:>~:l._~a._ii!_~ • __ 
fUJI' h! 1!111# .... 
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9. Try to be simple, hone~t, dir~~t, and punc-
tual in the use of all Ined:ta. 15 · · ., 
In surrnnary, publicit;y should endeavor to "give 
the collet.,se t s publ1.cs the information necessary to 
maintain opinion wh:tch is intelligent, informed, and 
i'a.vorable.n76 
VI. ANALYSIS OF ~eHE PROGRAM 
J~~or.~~~~· Evaluation is a vital and integral 
part of the total public :relations program and should 
be regarded as such. A knov-Tledge of the strengths 
and weaknesses of the program; 11 so:r•e ·.spots'' which cause 
criticism that must be remedied, and effectiveness of 
each of the compononts of the program, a:re a few of ·bhe 
items a director mus·t know in order to :maintain e. strong; 
and progressive program. As was stated earlier, a new 
director should make an analysis of the effectiveness of 
the entire program as one of his first tasks. "Never ... 
theless, every public relations program needs careful 
t-----
examinat:ton and redirection from time to time to keep it 
~"-·~~ ·,., -.: f#. .. ?r;-• r •-
Public Relations for America's Schools, op .. _cit., 
P• 274. -~-----·------ ......... 
76 
Reck, .2£. ill• , P • 3 • 
----
-----
----
------
-----
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in step vJith educational and social changes .n77 
Hundreds of elements may enter into the total 
public relations endeavor, many of which should be 
evaluated from time to time to enhance the program. A 
survey78 revealed more than 800 activities that might be 
included in a public relations px•ogram. 
Method.· A number of methods varying from casual 
observance ·t:;o cax•efully applied measurements were used 
in evaluation of public relations programs~ Informal 
methods such as observation, or discussion groups in 
which laymen and school personnel participated, produced 
. useful pictures even thout~ the material was highly 
subjective. 
Hand discusses the value and met;hods of: public opinion 
• 
polling as applied tq school systems. The discussion is 
comprehensive and 1t10Uld be a valuable guide in determining 
an adequate program of analysis~ 
To reduce subjectivity in evaluation, more formal 
and scientif'ic me·t.hods were used; for instance; evalua.-
tion criteria. A fairly co:rnprehensive set of questions 
based upon criteria or principles, may be developed by 
the staff or public relations co~nittee, which would 
serve as a check list in evaluation. These would "of' 
necessity be quite general •• •;"79 a.nd'would pertain 
to such phases as ( 1) plan of organization, ( 2) philos-
ophy, purposes, or point of view, (3) activities em-
ployed, (Ld r•esults achieved--s1Xch-a-s-:tmpx>O'ite_d~ttitude, 
-. -. -------------------____:____ __ 
increased understanding, etc., and (.5) personal growth of 
the staff in connuu.nity understa.ndint~· 80 Although the above 
has reference to the over-all program, evaluative criteria 
cab. also be used to measure successes of activities or 
processes or applied to the effects and outcomes of the 
program. Other methods are, (1) opinion polls, (2) Hand's 
Inventory Poll, and (3} check lists and rating- scales~ 
A study of virtues, shortcomings and availability of 
these different methods was too ex:tensi ve to include 
here but a rather COlf.\Plete. cove.raf~e was found in the 
chapter on evaluation fn the Twenty-Eighth Year>book of. 
--- --------:---------- Arnerica.p Assoois:tion of School Administrators vihich is 
listed inthe bibliography. 
-~1 
-------
---------------1 
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.CE,eokl_lli. Also, provided in the Tw·enty-Eighth 
Yearbook of American Association of School Administrators 
were eight questions an institution might ask to check its 
evaluation program. Does it: 
1. Systematically appraise the schools• public 
relations program? 
2" Evaluate each major factor·. tlia t-----contr-ilmtErs-t-c) _____ _ 
success or 'failure in pul:>lic relations, such as, the 
plans and pl~nning px•oced.ures, pevsonal r.elationships, 
the ·school program, pupil's attitudes, staff partied .... 
pation in community affairs, lay leadership, and 
support of the press? 
3. Weigh the activities that have positive effects 
against those that produce negative results? 
4. Capitalize on the help ·t-thich the school board 
and s¢hool staff can give in evaluating school public 
relations? 
5. Make full use of the information colle.cted 
incidentally ·throug,h observation, conversation, 
correspondence, and other informal methods? 
6. Take occasional polls of the opinion of pupils, 
teachers; and val:~ious g;roups o:r la:y:men with respect to 
items that reflect school public relations? 
7. Use objective methods, as well as informal 
procedures, to evaluate public relations activities 
and processes, effects and outcomes, and the over-
- -----------all-program? 
8. Adapt the practices followed in evaluation 
to the essential purposes of your ovm program and to 
the local situation in t-rhich it operates? 81 
~---.. --... ~sr:rl-·-· ........ _~-
.~'Pi£., p. 251 ~ 
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VII. Sill1MARY OF THE CHAPTER 
This analysis of the main functions of public 
relations revealed the involved nature of this ac·hivity. 
A review of the personnel qua.l:U'ications, a.drn:tnistrati ve 
---~c~o~mposition, publics and special serv,:tces, media, and 
---------------------
analysis of the program of public relations disclosed 
the importance placed upon the many phases involved in 
a comprehensive prog;roa.ra. 
CHAPTER IV 
CURRENT PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAMS 
IN TWO STATE COLLEGES 
1. SACRAMENTO STATE COLLEGE 
The material for Chapters IV,____'!__, and VI was 
~----------------------------
obtained through a survey gathered from personnel con-
cerned with the public relations programs of these 
colleges. The introductory chapter presentied an e:x.pla ... 
nation of the methods used. 
Intvoduction 
......... "" ...,.,. ..... :. 
Sacramento State College placed full emphasis on 
the importance o:f' public relations as one of the ma,jor 
assignm.ents within the campus organization and recognized 
it as an administrative function. F. Blair Mayne, Execu-
tive Dean of Sacramento State College, from lrJhozn this 
information ·was secured thrOUfth interview, 1 stressed, 
however, that public relations was an administration 
position only if the director was a qualified administrator 
and the title of the office, Director of Public Relations, 
meant just that. He f'elt that one who only handled 
by F • Blair lvJ;ayne, personal inte:r•view 
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publicity or some other phase of public I~elatio:ns under 
a rn1.s ... ti tled office, should not have adm:tnistrati ve authority. 
Personnel ,gualif:t.c~.tions. 
~Director. Mayne's personal qualifications 
Jc-----~~-----+:1 nclude_d_a_ha.chelor:t s---c-degr_e_e_in_Bus_ine_ss_Admin_i_s_t_x-_at_i_o_n_~------~ 
mas·t;erts det.?,ree in Educational Administration, and a 
doctorate in Educational Sociology,. He did not stress 
all of these as necessary but felt--that training in 
Business Administration and Educational Adm:tnistration 
were important. 
Experience should include a general educational 
afuninistrative backgrom1d, the more, the better•, and also 
college and teaching experience. Mayne's experience 
, . 
ranged from lecturer at Rutgers to State Director of 
Business Education in Wyoming. 
Tact, pleasantness, and congeniality were considered 
very important, along with the ability to get along..,with 
people.-- Some character traits ineluded, (1) honesty, (2) 
sinceN~ty, and (3) organizational and administrative 
a.bili ty. Also~ the individual must be able to super·ITise 
a.nd direct; efficiently. 
The secretar • Secretarial he). in state colleges 
1-------~- ---------- --~-- ------ - ----- --
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were divided into three groups, ( 1) junior, { 2) inter-
mediate, and (3} senior. A secretary vHl.S placed according 
to education, experience, and ability. Secretarial quali-
fications for this office demanded higher standards than 
the usual because of the nature of the work. Two to 
r-~-~:tcnll"~Y-Elm.:r•B __ c_o_ll_~ge work in secretarial were required, 
- -------------'--- ---- --- -- -- -
with an experience ba.ckgrovnd and personality requirement 
that placed the secretary in the senior classification. 
It was noted that both the Executive Dean and his 
secretary :were very well groomed and cordial. A feeling 
of friendliness and sincere desire to be of service was 
.prevalent. A very good impression was received. 
•dministrative Oompos:ttion 
. . . ~-oidl ... . ,.d 
~;~thoritz. The adrninistrati ve composition of 
state colleges varied somevJhat from that of private 
schools. Vice presidencies were nonexistent, the 
position of ,Executive Dean or Assistant to the President 
-oe:tn.g-somewb.at the equivalent, Figure V on the following 
page was taken from the P.ersounel Manual of Sacramento 
~· ........ ~~
State College and shot'IYS the administrative relationships 
of 1~he school. For added in.forma tion and clarif:tcat;ion, 
notes on administration and duties of administrative offices 
(X) 
01 
-...1 
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2 investigation, Table III. 
The office of Executive Dean, in addition to 
other duties, was responsible for the public rela.t1.ons of 
the college. Dr~ Nayne_. a.s ltx:eoutive Dean, was directly 
responsible to the p!~esi.dent and a member of ·che 
---p:.t'!-es:tdent' s cabinet o The aix. dutles of the Ex.ecut;tve 
---~----
Dean l-r,ere listed as: 
1. Has responsibility for general planning and 
promotion. 
2. Directs preparation and organization of the 
coller;e cat~J.og and other pu.blications. 
3. Assists· in promoting building, program.-
4· Makes special studies of administrative 
problems. · 
5. Coordinates public relations activities. 
6. Serves in st1.ch other capacities as the 
president may direct,3 
.O.f'f:j.£~. structure-. To help the Executive Dean ca~x>Y 
this x>esponsibility he was furnished with a full-time 
.---__ A:_::_·__:_dministrative Asslstan·t, one full-time secretary, and one 
ha-lf ... time secretary. ·Relief secretaries were provided 
-------
when extra load demanded. A suite of thvee air-conditioned, 
c:.s 
. '(;H~ 
3 
See 
Appendix, p. 147 
Appendix, p. 1~.9 
---------------
-----
-------~ 
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neat,· attractive offices co:rriprlsed the physical struotuve. 
Administrative !:.e;tation.J!!hJ-£.~• The primary function 
of the E.xecu.tive Dean as to public relations, 'tv-as to direct 
and. coordinate the program, delegating X>esponsibility of 
the various phases of public relations to subordinates in 
respective colle~e-dena~tments. 
··"A- -~ 
A public rela tiona com:mi ttee conw.o~s~e~d~o:fr~tlJh;e~s~e;---------~ 
departme11.t heads, and others, 'tvere under the direction 
of the Executive Dean.. It was established to help in 
the general carry:tng out of the program. They were 
l:tsted as: 
1. Administrative officer 
2~ Athletic Director 
3. Publications Manager 
q.. Chairman of the department of Fine Arts and 
HUll'lanities 
5. Dean of Educational Services 
6. Supervisor of student publications 
7. Faculty radio and television director 
8. E~ditor of the student paper 
9. Alumni Executive Secreta.:r.y 
10. President 
~-~This committee met f'rom five to six times a year to 
-~---~----
cheek and establish policy, eoo1~dine.te, and evaluate the 
pr·ograrn. The Exeauti ve Dean' a office lota.S not concerned 
with details but the over all picture of the program. 
Because of the prestige of his office, the 
~ ecutive Deants position was generally one of 
·--------.: 
---_1 
---------------1 
-------------1 
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supervision, assistance or counseling with regards to o·ther 
college departments, in areas that held public relations 
aspects. He worked on. a.n associate basis wlth the 
Director of Admissions, and assisted in development; ·~r-rith 
other department heads. Fund raising v.ras a direct function 
of the o!~fice along with the development of some scholar-
ships, but loan funds were hlr'l.ndled by the Associate Dean of 
Students. A Publica.tdons Na.nager 1 directly responsible to 
the Exeoutiv·e Dean; handled the school publicity and 
publications; while the Student Publications Manager• took 
care of student publications. Off campus and other• services 
were under the supervision of the Dea.n of' Educational 
Services who was r•esponsible directly to the president. 
No Speaker's Bureau existed but contacts for speakers were 
made th:t"ough Mayne's office. Not; many student prop;,rams 
were sent out but his office coordinated and. supel"Vised 
such endeavor•s. No dlrect contact was existent with the 
Alumni Association which had .an executive of'i'ice on the 
cali'J,pus, but the two offices worked together on a coopera-
tive basis~ and a staff member r:~erved as part-time Alunmi 
Executive Secretary. 
~l;.ld.ge~. Because o:t' the widesp:t•e~:J.d divisional 
struc'ture of -t;he program, no conclusive study of' the 
68 
budget was possible 1 since each departm,ant l>raa budgeted 
as to :tts individual needs. This was because the 
enrollment exceeded 3000 full~tlme students and 2900 
part ... tlme students. 
tubli,e~ !,lli! SJ2~!J;ta.1, ,serviS!!!!• Ntn.rs of .interest 
·~--~-===== ~t.td :tmportance~vi:-ded-t'or-tb.e~nts through 
'  
their ot-vn publication, while a college calendar 1;-:i:-s~t:-:i~n::-:p_:=-!,------~ 
special events were supplied for faculty and staff. 
Re[~llar facul-ty 1ueeti:n.gs Hupplied the need.s of olrl 
faculty, but ::l.n ad,dltion, a IHn."ies of seven monthly 
meetings ~..Jere initiated to orientate ne\..r faculty members. 
Fu.rthf.ir asalstance was o:ffered by the respective 
di'Vision 'cha::l.;rmen~· This appeared to be a very efi'ec'l:dve 
program of educating the s·tat'f members to the:i.r ~esponsi-
bilities ::tn publi.c relations as well as a special sGirvice 
to· them.. In addition, :a cc:nn:prehens:l. ve personnel rnanual 
was p~O:"Iiided designed f'or orientation. 1\iews i,tems we:re 
r---~Jt~nt __ 't<:J parents and consti·tuents, and speakel"'S 1 wor~rshops, 
and educational and p:r·of~s$ions.l confez>ences 'tvere provided 
foil the genex>al co:rmnuni ty. Also ·teachers r,.rere urged to 
join a pvof'essional organization :tn their suhject area. 
F;o:r business anq, industry,·· a place:m.ent oflf'icer 
:tzed, and occupational curr1.culum, inte:rn:ships 
~I 
~ 
I 
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and advisory councils were provided. 1.\ vete!'a.ns se!'vice 
aiso vtas established. A further clarification of publics 
is listed in Tables II and IV.4 
Media,_ In 1957, two hundred twenty-five radio and 
television progl."a:ms were presented. A television and 
radio co:mmi ttee ass!sted-----ch-e----Q:iv:t-sion-cha-i~:man .. _N_o movies 
~~~~------
were used and there tvas very little magazine covel .. age. 
However, the nev.rspapers wer'e used extensively. Student 
publications were circulated on cmapus and an average 
mailing list to other colleges was used. 
Many brochures, schedules and bullet:i.ns wbre 
published, but very few student programs were used. A 
measure of caution in the use of news releases was exercised 
by the Executive Dean regarding faculty and staff. Great 
care wa~ taken that not too much or superflous news appeared 
about; any one person or. depar.tment, thus avoidin!?s possible 
»grandstanding." 
t:' 
· e\,nalxsi~. 2f the J2.X;'Ofi£~~·· Table II;> con·bains the 
guide sheets used in evaluatint~ the internal program at 
._.,.A·s4.._..~~ 
See Appendix, p. 141, p • 1.51. • 
.5 
See Appendix., p .. 141• 
r------------------
/ 
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Sacramento State College. It was stvessed that all of 
the items listed were not used and this list was merely 
used as a method of evaluation and not a criteria for the 
program4 The Executive Dean, in a speech6 given at the 
:regional meeting of the Ame:r:tcan College Public Relations 
A-s-zo~-ia-t:Lon_, clearly stated: 
Although this approach serves our pur~in~-------­
helping us to keep a balance of .ac'tivities with all of 
·the "publics, u it does not, obviously,. give us an 
evaluation of the real effectiveness of ouv public 
relations program .. 
He further stated that no study had been made to answer 
this need. In a summary Mayne listed three questions 
that should be answered, concerning the opinions of the 
various publics; if an evaluation is to be effective: 
1. Do the opinions expressed indicate the true 
situation as it exists? 
2.; Are th~se condttions desirable? 
(a) If not; what changes shall tote make? 
(b) If so, what must we do to get the 
complete stovy across to our publics? 
3. How do we go about changing: the prevalent 
opinions? 
Director•s <.?9Et!¥1ent~... Mayne felt the organiza-
tional pattern for Sacramento S·tate College was "l!ery 
adequate and satisfactory and the only complah1.t was e. 
lack of time for planning research, analysis, and follow ... up. 
See Appendix., p. l5l. 
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II. SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE 
Introduction 
Glen Smith, who is in charge of public relations 
at San Francisco State College, emphasized that the 
administration was very conscious of the importance of 
public relations. It was recognized as an administrative 
function and considered a very vital part of the campus 
organization. Special emphasis '.vas placed on servi<.Hllt the 
need of the cormnunity of San Francisco, about which the 
administration was very sensitive.7 
~ director. A bachelor's and master•s degree 
in History are held by Smith. He felt that the academic 
background of a director should be broad, especially in 
liberal arts, but since there were such few constants 
the most important thing t-ras the type of person t\nd not 
, ___ E~~- academic background., 
Smith had spent five and one ... half years as a 
teacher and counselor and teacher of special programs 
in Los Angeles city schools, and had also served as an 
associate director of admissions at Occidental College. 
T ~ ~~~oa =< -~~ -------.---------------------------------- ---~--------- ------------ --- ---- -----~----------------'--·-'----'-------
Opinions expressed by Glen Smith, personal intervie'tv,:~----
July; 1958. 
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In his opinion, too much back slapping and in ... 
sincerity had domin.ated the scene in public relations and 
he re ... stressed the importance of' service. One must be 
sincerely honest and have a burden to give the message, 
springing from an earnest desire to serve the people. A 
Jc---~~~p_le_as_ant_:_C.tQUfJ:enial personality accented by ease of manner 
~~~~~~~~~~--
were considered essential attributes of personality. 
Administrative and organizational abilities were necessary 
talents. 
~~ ~eo~~· The secretary to the Director of 
I 
Public Relations had a two-year liberal arts background. 
Here again, he did not consider. academic subjectivity as 
important as £~r>so:qa:p. ~~ and E-..El:!P~., A secretary 
must also have managerial ability as :She·· often must take 
over alone. In short., he felt that a secretary should almost 
be as well qualified as the director in organizational and 
diplomatic ability .. 
The Director's secretar.y had worked in the Library 
of Congress and with Central Intelligence in Washington. 
She had experience in management, newswriting and public 
relations, all of' which were considered good background 
requirements. 
r-~~~~--~---
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~uthorit:,r.. The California State Board of' Educatlon 
has established a cri.teria for administrative organization 
which, however, is interpreted to fit specific needs of 
the different state colleges. For this reason, some 
procedures found at San-Francisco State --COllege will not 
be the same as those found at Sacrarnento State Colleg;e. 
The official ·bitle of ·the D:t:~Jector of Public 
Relations t office 1.ras Publ:tcations :tvlanager and Assistant 
to the President. In this case the Executive Dean con ... 
cerned himself primarily with the huge buildil1.g program 
that was in progress, while the Director personally 
handled the college publicity and acted as a lialsoi1 
off'icrel? for the pres:tden·b 1 in addition to serving as his 
nr:tght ... hand man.u Smith lttaa a men1bel"' of the presidentt·s 
CH:>v.ncil f which was the policy fox•:ming group. The president t s 
cabinet conta.ined a largel'"' number of officers, including 
the division chairman. On the following page is .a diagr·am 
1--- • 
of the administra.t:l.ve line and staff taken from the faculty 
. 8 
handbook of San Francisco State College. Tables VI"' VII. 
_.._ .. ,-·-.... ·a!"""·-"'~_ ... ., .......... __ ._~~· 
See Appendix.; p. 1,58, p .. 161~ 
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contai:p. additional material concern.ing administrative 
and public relations procedures. 
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Office structure. The Director's office structure 
~··1.,11YOI~-·)"" 
provided for a i'ull-time director and secretary with other 
part-time student help as needed. T;,:vo rooms comprised the 
office space and no special equipment was noted. However, 
as was the case in all the other colleges, access to 
special equ:tpment was provided. Smith felt the physical 
structux·e of his office t-Ias quite adequate. 
!.'!~in,istratiy,~ .r,~la~i<;>,n;.s;p.~Efl• The Directorts 
relationship to the m~jor deans of. the college was th:r•ough 
the p:r>esidentts council, and to the division chairmen 
through the' px•esident t Eii cabinet. In this way he. had a 
voice in the shapil?.g of' policies and the coordinating of 
activities. 
In California- state colleges are not; prilna:t~ily 
concerned. with fund raising except for special activities 
----not provided f~r by the state, such as a lecture. :etl.no.. 
The securing of' these funds was one of the Directorts 
functions. Supervision of general publicity and pub-
lications also came ur1der his ;Jurisdiction, . but a:cademio 
and student publicat-ior:uil were :not his concern. He had 
1--------C----'l:ttti-e-to-do-with-of-f'-... campus-activi"cies-fJU.eh-a.s -·extension---------------
-· 
courses and s·budent programs; since thE: director of 
Educational and Special Services a11d the chairman of the 
division of Drama and Creative Arts handle these areas 
respectively. It was noted that all division chairmen 
were responsible for ·their own public relations publi ... 
cbordina ted throur,:~;h the president ts cabinet. There was 
no speaker's bureau, and most requests for this sort of 
activity l-.rere channeled throutt)l. the. president. As was 
the case in most of the colleges interviet'll'ed, the director 
of public r•e.lations activities did considerable field 
contact work as a representative of' the president. 
Smith intiro.a.ted that although there v.ra.s little :relation-
ship bet'ltteen the. college and the alumr~i, 1 t was his 
responsibility to work out~ closer ties. 'w:t th their 
or gani za t ion. . 
!~)i As was the case at Sacramento State 
College, money f.o:~ publications 1 :radio, television and 
other media "tvas allocated to the ·various d1.visi.ons in charge; 
e.nd no·b th:rough this office4 Smith t·Jas classi.fied as a 
f'ull ... t:tme professor, Class I, v.rhich meant that he :tlecei ved 
$930 for the three summer months. His secretary received 
e standard Civil Service t•Tage fo.r a senior-class 
t--------------
,- -.=_-;;~.-
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secretary, but this amount was not readily available, 
Office supplies were given $150, and $200 more was allowed 
for part-time help. Only $150 was budgeted for travel and 
Sm:t th considered this very inadequate'! However, he was 
given the use of a state car, lvith gasoline furnished~ 
l 11---------'0.f'.-f-ice~.supplies_;_t~aJLal~and___li~la.ri e s were the ma j or• 
----~----------~ 
e.:x.penditures·of this office since all other expenses were 
distributed departmentally. These figures are based on 
an enrollment of' approximately 10,000 students. 
~lt£~ !&~ spe~:t.~t, !!~l~S.~· Cultural serv~ce 
and leadership l.Y&s the objective of San Francisco State 
College, and student, staff, parents, and the conun.unity 
·:t.n general were recipients of what the Director considered 
outstanding: programs. and activities .. The Drama and 
Creative Arts division has produced some of the wo:rks 
1-----~ 
of classic and modern authors, and 'the Summe:r Concert 
Series has been well received. The college has become 
so t1ell kno-vm for these contr•ibutions that Mrs~ Sigmund 
Sterns; who established a pa:rk and a summer concert 
series to the memory of her husband, handed the responsi-
bility of the sun:une-t' conce:r't series over to San Francisco 
State Colleg,e because she appreciated and had confidence 
k that the coller~e 1-w.s doing. 
In addi tio:n. to these acti vit:tet~ 1 a. program. of 
experiraental· eclucation v;ras pursued in \iThich exceptional 
ahild..t'en 14'el"'e ·tn?ained~ allOl...ring excellent experience for 
prospective teachers as well as benefits to parents and 
participat,ing children. The facilitJ.es of a Cerebral 
campus, allowed the same benefits.. The D.irector was pleased 
at the contributions made to reseax•ch :t.n th::l.s field of 
Ex.perim.ental Education. A demonstration school also added 
to the list of special educational services. 
The Ex.e·cutive Dean of the college was interested 
in faculty activities and he published a paper entitled, 
"Faculty Foot-notes," which came out every two t.veeks as 
a service to this group. The ~acultymanual is cornpre-
hensive and outlines an en·cire program. for .faculty welfare. 
One of the . jobs of the Direc:tOl" for the pre::lident was to 
·• I 
circulate among the students and faculty and detect. "soi•e 
spots" and areas of concern in order that a rnore suitable 
-program for these groups mit?)lt be forthcoming.· 1rhe good 
relationship enjoyed between the administration and the 
staff was considered. to be a resultant of the practice o;:e 
staff .. participation "j.ir the .formulation of policy th~ough 
a faculty senate and various staff commit;tees. A furt;her 
r---------------------
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explanation of' this is found in Table VII. 
Many conventions w~re held on the campus but poor 
parking facilities were felt to be a hindrance to this 
progran1. The Citizen t s Advisory Board sponsored by the 
oolleg~, offered advice to the president concerning 
i~----_aer_~i~as __ t~ business, industry and the corromunity. I_n ______________ __ 
add.i tion to all this, a wide pr.ogram of research in many 
fields was carried on. 
}'Iedia. · The Director pointed out tha·c equca.tional 
--
television vJas born at San Francisco Stats College and 
much was do11e throup_;h this medium. Radio, however, t..Yas 
used ver.•y little and no movies were utilized. Consider-
able magazine coverage, especially in ~!£2 and ~.E!~g.e~}.:! 
p~g~s.~, was noted and a tremendous amount of newspaper 
coverage also was listed. 
Faculty members were sometimes used in deputation 
vJork such as counseling various publics in a. com.mon fteld. 
'l'he student newspaper was given help on news coverage, 
and many brochures and schedules were ·published. Student 
programs -v.rere used extensively through the Dl"'ama and 
Creative Arts division, and research was the key medium 
used in other departments. 
t-------------9------------. --------·---· ---·------·----
See Appendix, p. 161 
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~al:ysi~. rl'he Director knev.r of no pl~ogram of evalua ... 
tion in existence, but he looked forward to one being 
developed in the future. 
~.2~ ... • .. ~. g,o~~n.:~.~· Smith admitted that his job 
"t<ras too broad and should be divided into two off'ices-.. the 
office of Publications and Publicity and the office of 
Assistant to the President. 
III. SUIVll)IJARY OF THE CHAPTER 
Sacramento St;e.te College and San :B1rancisco State 
College had established organized public relations programs. 
Procedures in California: State Colleges were based on 
criteria issued by the California State Board of Education. 
Recogni·tion of variations necessary within_ these criteria 
was ~videnced by the differenc_es in a.'dministrative com .. 
position and procedures of' the two colleges. 
achieved. 
Nearly all of' Farey1s experience had been in 
this d~pa.rt:ment 1 having served College of the Pacific f'or 
,twenty-five years in this capacity. At his O\vn conven ... 
ience, he had worked considerably in commercial vadio 
had done some writing which had been published in the 
areas of short~story fiction and general articles. 
He considered honesty and sincerity as very 
irnporta.nt character traits for one considering a public 
relations job. A pleasant, congenial personality, a. 
flair for writing, plus the ability to vJin people, -vrere 
other prerequisites. 
~ ll!lcr~~· The Director• s secretary w·a.s a 
form.er office manager and society t.rriter for• a Lodi news-
paper.; Her advanced. education consisted. of two years at 
a business college. Fa.rey felt that ideally a. good 
______ Se9_l:'~'i;B.J:>Y Jl'l pUblic :t>ela tions should have a bachelor's 
degree, but e.xperience often could make up for any 
deficiency, such as in the case of his present secretary. 
Another reqt.ti!'ement that he found desirable in a 
secretary was managerial abil:t ty ...... one t.vho could take 
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Introduction 
CHAPTER V 
CURRENT PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGWIS 
IN TWO PRIVATE COLLEGES 
1. COLLEG·E OF' THE PACIFIC 
During an inte:r>view -vd th Ar-thur R-.-1Parey-, t:ne.------------
Director of Public Relations, he expressed his opinion 
that public rela:tions was recognized as an adrninistrative 
function and regarded as one of the major assignments 
-vdthin the campus organ:tzation.l 
The director. The Director held a bachelorts degree 
_......._. ... _ ., * p- ..,kJ4*""" 
in speech and a masterts degree in dramatic arts. He con• 
sidered a study of liberal arts and humani·cies and a 
general broad background in education necessary, e:mphasis 
being placed on English, jov.rna.lism, and subjects related 
to public relations such as radio, television and movies~ 
t-----
He felt that; a baccalaureate degree vtould be sufficient if 
the desired background had, for the most part, been 
. Opinions expressed by Arthur R. Farey, personal 
interview, June l9,58. 
~j!!lor~.t~.. The official title of the Director1s 
office was Office of Public Relations, but he felt this to 
be a mif;lnomer and that it; might better have read Office of 
Public Information. This was because the two main functions 
of· his office were publicity and special services. 
He 1.vas considered an administrative officer but 
wa.s not a member of the Board of Trustees. He assisted 
all t:he ad:m:tn:ts·trat:tve offices. Although the Director 
held this relationship; he was directly responsible to the 
president and sim:ply worked 1r-ri th the assistant to the 
prE~sident. This did not ag:NH\1 in practice with the 
administrative policy established in the faculty handbook 
concerning duties of administrative officers. It listed 
the assistant to the president as the one in charge of 
public relations. Farey thought his status vras adequate 
in theory; but he actually did not do much to shape ad-
1 ___ ---=m,=i=n=i=-=s=--·t=-r~'tiV'E} policy and was more of a ''u·tili ty infielder"" 
--------·---··- "'-on· ·the following pag;e is a chart taken from the faculty 
handbook of the College of the Pacific which shows the 
e.d.min:tstrat:tve composition. 
Office structure~ The Director v.ras a full-time 
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newspaper man, 1r1ho instructed classes in journalism at the 
college, was at the Director • s d:tsposal for assistance, and. 
an additional tt..relve hou:r>s per w·eek were allowed for other 
pa.rt ... ti:m.e assistance. Only one room compr~tsed the office 
space for this department. 
A~inistr_~.vJ.ve, re,1S;~io~£ili1.E!~ -The-Director Wo:t•ked in -
an ,advisory and services capacity w:tt:h the director of 
admissions and other depavtrnental heads in areas with public 
relations value. He directly supervised general publicity 
and publications and worked as an advisor ... -coo;r>d:i..l1.at6P for 
departmental :publicatic:ms. Hls office provided supplemen-
tary> services for such activities as extension couvses, 
•? 
student programs, deputation groups, alumni associa.t:ton 1 
speaker appoin·bme:nts, and the Pacific .Associates. He added 
that he also worked in an advisory capacity in any or all 
of these if his advice was requested. He was very caref'ul 
not to assume a managerial a:t;titude wi)Gh anyone as he 
t------:f'elt~i:t;_·ktta,$ inC()l'tl];)atible wi·th his ,job. 
~· The yearly budget amoun·ted to ~319,000. Of 
this amount, $11,4.80 vias allocated for salaries of' vrhich 
the di:rector and secvetary received $9,680; the assistant 
new$paperman$ ~~600; and $1,200, additional part-time help. 
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publicity were given $3,270. 'l'his figure did not include 
any' other departmental publications such as the college 
bulletin and brochures which were charged to college ad-
vertising expense. The Pacific Review, a thirty-six page 
magazine published quarterly, received $4, 2L~O and is 
~~------manag_e_d_and~e_dtt_e_d~hy_th~_fri.t'_e_e_t_Qr_._T_br~Et_m~jp_~e_~p end=i._-_____ __:__ 
tures were listed as (l} the Pacific Review, (2) office 
.......... jJ ....... -"'1""'1 + , . ' 
expense and publicity, and (J) salaries. 
Publi~ All~ ·~~· Services 
A weekly newsletter serves the faculty of the 
college, while the Pacific Revietv specifically refers to 
4 .. ~-··-~ 
the staff. Interesting news items and articles about 
faculty affairs is included in this magazine, which also 
is an alumni issue with pertinent news. A special program 
calendar, edited by the dean of women, kept the college 
family informed as to special events. A parent's day was 
I 
provided for parents and constituents and speakers were 
provided for civic and social groups. 
1----- -
Services were 
. 
offered to the Pacific Associates and the alumni associa ... 
tion, t-rhile two placement officers ... -one for teacher place-
ment, and one for general placement--served the graduates. 
The parent's day activity and the placement services were 
not part oi' the public relations office as such. 
Many annual conventions were hosted. First and 
foremost was the Annual Conference of the California-
87 
Nevada Conference of the Methodist Church. The northwest 
regional moet.:ing of the National Music Therapy Association, 
IUstorical Societies (who a1~e provided an executive office 
on the campus), and the Western College Association were 
other educational groups that have enjoyed convention 
facilities and servi.ces. 
Student field studies in business and industry 
were provided, and extensive research in Chemistry, 
Pharmacology, and Marine Biology was carried on. 
J.ll!edia 
Rad:l.o and television wel"e utilized to some extent 
and three mot:ton pictures on (1) the college generally, 
(2) the Pacific Marine Station, and (3) the Pac1.fic ~lfusic 
Camp Lh.~v~_been used widely during the past: four years. 
Magazine coverage was small but much newspaper coverage 
was noted. A few speakers t-reve provided upon request but 
there was no official speakerts bureau. Brochures and 
schedules 1.vere used extensively. A ne1.1 pattex·n of 
now makin the alumni of the collep-e of 
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much greater public relations value. 
A rather unique group known as the Pacific Associates, 
independent of the college administrationt eleetod its own 
. . . 
officers from its membership of parents and constituents. 
This independent groupp ~orking with the college, con-
-Jc----~~-c~e:nt~at_e_d_,rri.o_s_t_ly_on_f'und_:eai_Edng_a.nd--'-'--~~ud_§j~nt_r_ecr_u_i tm~n_t_•·~-----
P·Gtcific Associates was a tangible example of good relations 
with publics who actually became a medium by which to reach 
others. 
A.nal;z:sis 
The Director felt that the importance of public 
relations still had not been completely realized; there-
fore, no time had been allotted for a study of evaluation. 
He refused to believe that just measuring column inches 
published in nm·u!lpa.pers 't'\Tta.s any sor•t of evaluation. 
Directorts Comments 
...... J :ll"- i .......... ~ ... _,~-
Too much time was absorbed by clerical jobs, and 
------ th:er~Zfwt:rs not enough division of labor to improve all 
possibilities. These, along with a lack of time for 
planning, research~ and analysis, were the main criticisms 
by the Director. The main suggestion for improvement was 
to establish the public relations office to be what the 
t-------~ -----~ ------~ 
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name implies• This would help eliminate the problems listed 
above. 
II • NILTo.~S COLLEGE 
Introduction 
_..;,. ... - . 
Miss Plfa.rgaret- Williams, the director oi' the Office 
~~--------------------------- -------------------
of Public Information, ·was intet~vie"tved for the following 
information. She stat;ed that the administration at Mills 
College v1as very conscious of the importance of public 
:r>elations.. Being an administrative function, it was 
considered one of the majcn~ assignment;s within the campus 
organization, 2 
The director. rrhe Director of the Office of Public 
~~~ ......... 
Information considered a ba.chelorts degree as a minimum 
educational standard. Also, it would be very helpful if 
the degree were in Journalism, but this was not felt to be 
, _____ -esstmtial. It was important to have a good liberal arts 
background. Visiting newsmen, who weJ."e. on the carapus 
answering queries from students interested in new·spaper 
work, also considered a good lib~ral arts background., with 
a specialty field, as of prime importance. 
1-------"'-@!t ..... f'F-· __ .._.,._.~~·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~opinions express~d qy Miss Margaret Williams, 
personal interview,. June 19551(1 
Experience was considered a determining factor 
which might override the educatlon requirements in some 
cases. Newspaper work, educational experience and 
business experience 1r1ere recogn:t.zed as very important. 
The ability to get along with people was stressed 
story, if a choice between the ·two had to be :made. 
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Pleasantness and congeniality were musts, -vti th four main 
attributes being listed as indespensible. They were, (1) 
ent.husia.sm, (2) initiative {the self-starter), (3) imagina-
·t:ton, and (1~..) drive.. If a person did not show an extreme 
interest in his -v.rork he 1vas not considered :t'or the job. 
Aruninistrative talents were desired, but caution was ex-
pressed in becoming too involved in the mech~1ics of 
administration to the detriment o.:f' public service. 
!.l:..El ~.5':F.J:JLa.£z.. The sem;-etary preferably should hold 
a college degree t-11 th e:mpha::'ds on. libax>al arts and., natural ... 
ly, Secretarial Scien.ce. The Director expressed the 
opinion that the secreta.:t•y should hold about the same 
qualifications and abili'tiellJ as the direetox·, t.rith emphasis 
on newswrlt:tng talents. She required writing tests to 
prove the e.biltty of an applicant for a secretarial posi.tion 
on her stat'f since much of the VTl."'itin&-:- of home-town 
articles, which the Director considered ·t;he lifeline oi' 
the college, was assigned to the sec1•e·tary. 
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~.;tthori~l· T·t<ro o.ffices actually were concerned in 
the program of public relations at Mills College. The 
Vice President of the college was the actual head of the 
public relat;ions departanent, but in practice he concerned 
himself with being a presidential assistant in charge of 
development. Therefore, all fund raising activities 
were his responsibility~ He was a member of the presidentls 
cabinet, but the Director in name, was not, although she 
was considered an administrative officer. Her· official 
capacity was as director of the Office of Public Informa-
tion. Table VIII3 contains an outline of administrative 
organization and duties. There was no Office of Public 
Relations in name, but all calls vequesting this title 
were directed to the Dix•ector' s off'i.ce jl which supev·vised 
and coordinated most of the remaining public r•elations 
activities. 
Office structure. The Director's office space 
~~~~~~ ........... '4 ............. .......... 
included three rooms which adequately housed the activi-
ties. She ·was a full-time director and had one full .. time 
assistant plus a half ... time sec:r•e·tary three days a. week. 
--
r-----------S:ee--Appendix,---p-.--165-.------- ------ -- ---
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She expressed the need of a full-time secretary. Students 
were granted some part·time employment to carry on such 
functions as guides for vis:l.tors and chauffeurs for 
dignitaries. 
Administrative ,relati,onshi;g!3;• No public relations 
committee was in existence but a program of informal visits 
and counseling with department heads and faculty was 
carried on by the Director. She also held an orientation 
program once a year for new students in which she a.cquainted 
them with the college in regards to the function of her 
office. 
The individual departments we.:re responsible for 
their own publi.cations and a.ctivi ties while the Director 
cooperated through services and pu.blioityt or in an 
advisory capacity if the.need arose and the request was 
made for her counsel. She did prefer that her office be 
responsible for any photography; however; because of the 
need of professional skill. All events were coordinated 
through the College Events Committee, who scheduled the 
programs a year in advance and published an activities• 
ca.lendar containing the information. The college 
employed a well ... knmvn industrial designed ·co assist the 
various de art;ments :tn the la. out of their ublications 
~----------------------- ~--~--~--~--~~~----~-~--~ ---- --- - ----- -------------
and students also did some work throue-.,h the various 
departmen·t;s in th1.s capacity. The writer was impressed 
by the artistic quality of all the publications issued 
by Mills College, most of which were produced by the 
admissions office* 
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A well organized speakerts bureau is operated by 
-~~~~~the_off_i<:Le_of__-p_tihli_c_inf_o:t>mat_ion .• _An_up ... t_o-da.J;_e_f_old_fU.'_~~~~~­
conta.ining the biography of each faculty member was kept 
on file, and a speaker t s bx•ochure was published which 
contained the names, information, and special fields of 
each, These were :mailed directly to the Chamber of 
Commerce and all civic and social ol .. ganizations that might 
be interested. Speaker's fees were promoted but not pressed 
as in the case of a: worthy organization. 
The very efficient student government, coordinated 
, 
and supervised by the dean of studE;~nts, had its ovm public 
relations committee, which handled student affairs. 
A highly organized and efficient alumni association 
had its headquarters at Reinhardt House on the campus of 
- Mills- College~ Although it operated independently it 
was under the jurisdiction of the college. The Director 
worked closely with the two national public relations 
chairmen of the Mills Alumni Association in an advisory 
and consulting capacity. In regards to the general 
t-~~-re-1a-tiensh-ip-tha-t-mus t exist-between -the-public--relations 
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department and the rest of the college family, the Director 
emphasized several times the necessity of good internal 
relations. The old stign1a. of ttpress agentry, n com1ected 
with the public relations office, had not been entirely 
erased from the rninds of ·bhe administration and staff. 
education concerning the real functions of public relations 
and their part in it, Keeping the staff infe.rmed as to 
new ideas and activities and, at the same time, receiving 
their counsel and measuring their reactions, was a policy 
considered vital by the Director. 
~..:!~.~. The budget for this office tvas divided into 
five main a.:t~eas. They were ( 1) salaries {which she con ... 
sid.ered in line with regular policy at Mills College) 
appl"'oximately $8,100; (2) transportation, $2,50; (3) hospi ... 
tality, $200; (4) cost of publicity (photography; cuts, and 
prints;), $900; and ( .5) general office expense ( vlhich 
, ___ c_contained .the public~t:i.o11,s of. the Presidemt t s Letter), 
$1,000. As tv.as the pol :toy at all the other colleges, 
publicity received through the varioue media was to cost 
nothing. The above budget was based on an enrollraen)c of 
685 students. 
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Publics ~ S£~C~~~ §~~ices 
The students were allowed a h~ghly organized student 
association, the purpose of' which t1as to promote indepen ... 
dent thinking and action. An outline of the complex 
organization appears on the following page. It was taken 
1c----~~-~rom-tne-student--handbook-that-t·n\s edited t~11d published 
by the Associated Students of Mills College as a service 
to them in nine areas. They vrere ( 1) Freshmen orientation, 
(2) expl~ation of the Honor Code, (3) housing, (4) student 
organization, (5) ca~pus organization, (6) campus red tape, 
(7) dictionary, (8) the conm1unity~ and (9) a chart of 
freshmen privileges. The special events calerldar, mentioned 
earlier, served the entire college family and friends. 
Both the student governra<;m·t, handbook, and activities 
calendar were under the direct supervision of the dean of 
students •.. A placement and. pprsonnel service encouraged 
and coordinated student employment. ·An "open door" policy 
on the part of the administration toward the students and 
fa.cul ty encouraged good. relations 1 as did ·the effie :tent 
chapel and counseling program which utilized a student 
chapel committee under supervision of George Hedley, 
Doctor of Theology~ Hedley's home, on the campus, Has 
always open to students. 
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ls director of the Iilnglish Language Institute held during 
~Six weeks of the summer•. Ryukyu:tn students from the 
South Pacific are brought over, under the auspices of the 
government, and receive an orientation on American life 
during this sessionc 
A-hea. vi-ly-.supported- grant from the Carnegie 
Corporation allovred a unique pilot venture into new methods 
of presenting American 8tudies.4 A child guidance clinic, 
for exceptional children, and a nursery school prov:tded 
excellent teacher training experience, as well as furnish-
ing a vital public service. 
Conventions \fere permitted if they had educational 
value but because of the many requests the college has 
had to discourage thi.s progra.m somewhat~ 
Media 
-
Situated as it w·as, .Hills College had some 
oppo1•tu:ni ty to take advantage of public-serav:lce time 
.. on r•adio and television. Participation of students and 
staff on panel and interview show t-vas also encouraged, 
but lack of funds prevented much furthev endeavor in this 
.field. 
A promotional movie has been made but is out dated» 
---T· 
See Appendix, p. 167 
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and plans fox.• a new colo:r• and sound film were being formu-
lated; copies of which will be sent to the various alumni 
regione.l offices. Standard Oil Company and other organiza-
tions have used scenes of the campus in seveJ:>al f'ilms. 
The magazines that have published articles about 
J:~---M:_L1_1_o_-9_..-.,.._h, rl o_T.A_f'A __ rrt_Jj 1'\'l"' _!'ttl t:n-r•fl cctr_ Ti~"!i'mrd no'_? n !lt t:~ ~nil ________ _ 
"J,~ . ..,.. ....... ,~ ..... ~~v~"""."'Ao ...... =:..:-;:-h~ .. ~~ ~~~ ~.'!-':r~"~~"':-":" ~·-=-·;;·u., ;"";.,."' .. ""!"'::."'¥-""".',..J.Zt ::--;;;:..~-~-- .......... -- ... ~ 
!1,ada!!!p~s,!lllle,. l'Jewspaper coverage was· quite ex.tensi ve. 
The tam:tly was used to a considerable degree throw,:.;h the 
speakerl s b'tll'eau. Nany brochures ax1d schedules 1.1ex•e used 
and some student programs served the community~ 
One of the features of.' the Hills College promotion 
program 1.vas the eff'icient use of the alurrmi association. 
The association, wh:tch consisted of a national executive 
boa:rd and many regional ex.ecuti v.e boards over the nation~ 
included a chairman of public relations as part of the 
administrative organization of ~a.ch group. These officers 
worked through the national public relations chaivmen, who, 
in turn, l...rorked closely with the D:treotor. Local television 
and radio time; as 't•Yell a.s newspaper ancl magazine coverage, 
over the entire nation has resu.J.ted in the eff'ect:i:ve v.rol"k 
of ·these grou-ps wlthin the asmoc:tation. 
5 
J'ohn V:J. Noble, "These College Girls Can .. Cook, u 
. ' i F" ~ • F .. ~ 
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!)..nalxsis 
The only type of analysis that was carried on at 
Mills College was the informal visit and observation .. 
Efficiency experts have been utilized to study the entire 
college pr•ogram, ho-vJever. 
The Director felt that more cler•ical help was 
needed to allow ample time for planning and analysis. 
More money was a continual need, as was a more thoro·u.gh 
program of education by Hb.:tch to stress the importance 
of public relations to the administration and staff. 
III. SU1~1ARY Oit' THE CHAPTER 
College of the Pacific and Mills College recognized 
the value of public relations. A di:rector, staff, space, 
and funds were provided for the public relations organiza-
tions established by the colleges. Howe·ver, an organized 
systera of evaluation was lacking in these colleges, and 
both directors expressed the opinion that too many 
clerical duties in thf;}il? schedule were injurious to 
the over-all program of planning and analysis .. 
OIIA:PTER VI 
CURRENT PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAMS 
IN THREE SEVEN'I'Ho..DAY ADVlilNTIST COLLEGES 
1. PACIFIC UNION COLLEGE 
Introduction 
R. L. Reynolds 11 thE1 Director of Public. Relations 
at Pacific Union College, from Hhom this :tnforma.'b:ton w·as 
secured throug;h in·tervie'lrl; a.f'f'ir··med that the administl"a-
tion recogn1.zed the importance of public relations.. It 
· was regarded as one of' the major assignments within the 
campus organizaM.on and was an administra.t:tve functio11. 1 
degree. in history and a.lso a m.a1crter ta degree in his tory--
plus t'lork toHard the doctorate in the same field~ He 
strE')ssed the importance of such studies a.f...'\ jom.1:tJal:ts:m 
and related courses~ along w:t th a m~:~.jor in public relations 
and general education. 
Opinions expressed by R. Ih Reynolds; personal 
interview; ;r~-'ne 1956. 
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The Director has served as a secondary school 
principal, assistant business manager, college teacher, 
and college dean of men. He felt that experience in the 
general field of education was necessary with e1r.phasis 
on teaching and administratlon. A pleasant and positive 
considered important. 
~ ,sec}:etB;I'Jl• For the seoretal"Y, he reooro.mended a 
bachelorfs degree in secretarial with related courses in 
public .rola tions.. His secretary was a two-year gx•aduate. 
Too much emph,as:ts could not be ple.ced on dependability and 
"knovr hmr. 11 
!lut:Uo:x:oi.tl• Tbe of.fic:t.al title of the Dir~eoto:r>ts 
office ·vra.s Di:t•ector oi' Development and Public R,ela't:tor.~.s. 
:S:e t-.ras an admtnistx•ative of.f'icer holding a seat in ·the 
... ~dm:i.!li~trative cotmcil 11 i.vhich he :felt ·t;o be adequa:te 
status. No d.1.agx•a.m o:f' a.dmin1.strative line and staff· t~ras 
available since the n.e~r personnel handboo1r. \v:tll not,; be 
available untdl the 19_58 .. 59 school year. 
Office structurEt• The physical structure of the 
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he 1.-.ras, a f~t.ll ... time secr•e·ba.x;y, H.nd other part ... ·tirn.e student 
help as was needed. The amount of space was limited to one 
office and it was the directorts plan to appropriate at 
least another badly needed office. 
as an a.ssocia te with the director of adxnissions and other 
department heads :tn rega:r•d to student px•omotiol1 and other 
endeavor•s that held :public relations v&lu.e~ He d:ii•eeted 
ef.f.ortB in fund ra,ising, general publlei ty and pu.bl:tcat~:tons, 
student progrruns, speakerts bureau, and 1-J.a.s ·the Execu.t:tve 
Vico President of the Alumni Associa:tion. Also, many college 
sponsol"ed stu.dent pJ:>ograJ:ilS 1vere sent into 'th.e .t"~~.eld u.:ader 
biz~ direction. 
Student publications and extension courses l~~Tere 
not under the ju.risdictio.n. of the publ:to relat:tons office. 
]?]....,q._g_~~ ~ The Dirac tor • s salary \'liaS $1-t., 100 and the 
secretaryt s, $2,500. Other student help V~ras allowed for 
as needed.. No breakdown as to office expenditures, 
promotion~ departmental publications (which were included 
in the budget), we:r•e defined or available, but the areas 
of major expenditures were listed as (1) bulletins, 
(2) promotional material, and (.3) brochures. All allotments 
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Publics !ill! .~.E~ci!,! Services 
Visitation and counseling of prospective students 
was an extensive service. Testing of I.Q~•s aptitudes 
and preferences of t,welf·tih ... grade students; was carried on 
in several secondary schools. A "scoop sheetu containing 
,,'--~~~ne:t-rs-of-----inte:r'ntitl_int_er_es_t_was_p_ubl :Ls_h_ed f or~t=h~e----=b'--"e-=n=-=e-=f--=i=--=t'-----_____ _ 
of the faculty. Sponsored programs at the college, as 
well as field programs, were listed a.s the rrw.in service 
for parents and constituents. 
Pleasant and attractive guest rooms and complimentary 
meal tickets were provided for guests of the college by way 
of his personal greeting. Speaker's and other programs 
were provided for such groups as Rotary; Lions Club; 
Soroptomists, and Kia-vn:mis. Editing of the alumni paper 
and handling of alumni fund drives were also administered 
by this office. rreachert s conventions~ workshops and 
special meetings were held on the campus. Since Pacific 
I 
Union College is a Seventh-day Adventist institution, 
··it promotes the work of the church in every lvay possible. 
An activities calendar is provided for all students, staff 
and friends of the college. A publication called "The 
l:jlunnybook, •• which contained pictu.res and pertinent facts 
about all the students, was given moral support by the 
r-----c ol-le ge-bu-t--hand.j.-ed-throug'_,h--th$ student-as soc iat on. __ 
lOL~ 
lV!ed:J.a 
Some radio work was done but no television p'romotion; 
hm..rever, a few movies have been utilized. No magazine 
coverage t-1as used but average contact with the newspapers 
was reported. An example of student programs which were 
r<--~~--jsen-t-i-r.l.tO-the-fJ..e],d_wa,s_the_H_aJNaiian program produced by 
~------~--------------
an all Hawaiian cast. The Direct?r f'elt programs of this 
tYPe, which featured stu,dents, did rnv.ch to promote student 
recruitment. Another type of effective program was the 
'
9booster" tr:tp featuring the talents of students coming 
from the area in which the program wa~ to be given. An 
annual talent program in which outstanding young people 
from various secondary schools were invited to the college 
09.11'lpUS to perform had become a major event during the 
college year. 
The faculty and staff availed themselves for 
speeches, special classes, programs, research and any 
other area in which they could help. A broad.·mailing 
list of tb.e student newspaper included secondary schools, 
sister institutions, constituents, parents, and friends .. 
Brochures, schedules, and bulletins were used 
extensively as "\o'Tere student pr•og:r>ams, such as the band 
and choir. Departmental programs fea.tur1.ng the staff 
wer~-somet-imes-presented-and--speakers 
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available. 
The outstanding method of reaching prospective 
students seemed to be the effective testing and counsel• 
ing pr>ogram. 
The Director admitted that time had not permitted 
him to delve into the broad study of methods of analysis 
to formulate a program of evaluation. 
Not enough help and li title real:tzation of the 
importance of public relations by the staff ~ere two main 
cornplaints. Additional clerice.l help and one man to 
assist the director 1tras specified as the main need. in 
additton to more office spa.c.e in which to 1:-vork. 
XI. LA SIERRA COLLEGE 
Introduc1.;1on dill• ~ - wo'Oj;IJ:j _,.1 i!!:tOI."'"" at~ 
Donald D1.ck, Director of Publ1.c Relations at 
La Sierra College, reported that his institution recog ... 
nized the admi.nistrative fu.nctton of public relations 
and considered it one of the major assignments ,;vithin 
the campus organization. However, there is no 
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.fUll-time director of public relations. 2 
Personnel Qualifications 
degvee in Engl:tsh w:t th a minor· in J our.nalis:m, and a 
included being an editor oJ.' e. school papal.~ and a pri·vate 
business ·~rentur.ev in v:hich he own.ed and operated a printing 
shop for seven years. 
The Divector stressed a plee.sant, friendly, •'interested 
in you" pevsonalit-y· as a vequirement for the director whose 
·character traits must include sincerity and. thoughtful-
ness. Organizing, literary, and administrative abilities 
were .considered important talents for thi.s position. 
~ ~~Pl"etarz. The secretary to the Dil,.ector did 
not hold a bachelor's degree al tho·agh he felt it would be 
desirable but not essential. Secretarial experience was 
·a necessity coupled with emphasis on deEen~abili~z • 
. ~:~tthor•it~. The official title of the ]):treotorts 
~-
0 inions ex ressed b , Donald Dick, questionnaire, 
r-----Jul-y--l95 ·--------- - - --- __ _ 
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office was listed as Assistant Director of Development and 
Public Relations, and he was considered as an assistant 
administrative officer responsible directly to the presi-
dent~ He felt ·this status was qu.i te 13at:tsfactory ~ 
Office structure- The office structure established ----~.·---------
his position as one of half~time employment, the other 
half-time to be devoted to teaching in the Speech Depart;-
:ment. Only a part-time secretary, chosen from qua.lit'ied 
students, was allowed plus ten hours a week for other 
part-time help. The physical layout included a large 
outer office and two small irmer offices. No special 
office equipment was listed other than typevJri ters which 
in the study are not considered special. The Director 
suggested the 'e:m.ployment of a full-time seoretary ... newswriter 
to improve the office structure. 
Admirlistr~ati·ve £elatiol':~.~hiE~.· T!J.~ Director• lis'bed 
himseli' as an uno.f.fic ial advisor to other depa:r>tments 
----such-as the r•egi.strarts, in rega1 .. d to student promotion.~ 
He held no responsibility f'~n .. . ftmd raising or acad.em.i.c 
or student publications; but ·v-1as supervisor of general 
publicity and publica:t:t,ons by being ln charge of the News 
Buveau and several school publicity ptl.blications. 
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publicity di:rector for" extension courses, was in,charge 
of sch~duling student programs arid dept'ttation groups, vias 
coordinator of ·the Speaker t s Bureau,. and the official 
schqol repx•esentative of the alU.l1Jni association. 
§..u_gz~et. Budget-wise, $3, '795 was allotted for this 
position, while $1,000 was allotted for the secretary 
and $1,000 for other part-time help. Promotion was given 
$8,810 based on an enrollment of 675. These figures did 
not include the publications of other departments. Five 
areas of major expenditures were listed as (1) promotion, 
{2) tours, of student groups such as band and choir, 
(3) yearbook advertising, (4,) college day, and (.5) mileage. 
Publics ji;od.p;pecial § ... Y!.Ji~?e~, 
In addition to an aotiV:i.ties calenda:t-, wh:lch was 
a service to all staff', parents, &.ncl constituents as well, 
the student association x•eceived varlou.s subsidies f'o:r• the 
school paper and yearbook. Speoial events ali:w V>re:re 
provided S'\J,ch as special recrea:tion e.nd cultural pX~ograms. 
A monthly ne1rrsletter to the .f'aou.l ty and staff ·~oms utilized 
to keep them informed, and neHs releases tn homei:;m,m. 
papers about students served Jche parents and eon.sti tuents. 
Campus programs of a cultural nature servtbd the comm.un.ity 
t------&s-well-&s--the-studen-ts-·------------ -------- ------------- --
Oivic and social groups were conduo·hed on oarapus 
to-u.rs while the $peaker•s Bureau fwnished programs for 
their meetings. The alurani were treated to an annual 
homecoming and the .facilities of the college were always 
available to them• Attractive guest rooms in the dorm:t-
jr---~~t,o;r-_1est_vter_e_:g_r_o_1l'1d~d f'_or all guests as well as cow:>tesy 
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~~~~~~~-
meal tickets. La Sierra College is also a Seventh .... d.ay 
Adventist school and its facilities were open to the 
church organization at any time. Teacherts conventions 
tor the denomination were given full support with the use 
of facilities and staff. Facilities for conventions and 
sponsorship of workshops were other special services. 
'l.1he local Ohambel:' of Oomm.e:rce and various industries also 
were treated to the use of' college facilities .. while local 
and college organizations such as the Missionary Club and 
Oa:m:pus Wo:ment s Olub vrere provided for •- Weddings and re-
ceptions found open doors. 
--I.iledia 
Television was used relat:l.vely little, but radio was 
used qu:tte extensively. Movies have been used but not 
recently, and some magazine coverage was noted along lvith 
a great deal. or newspapel:" coverage. Tbe :f'aculty ~nd staff 
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BUX'ea.u, and student publications were utilized in the usual 
way o:f including secondary schools, friends, parents and 
officials on the mailing list. 
Many brochures; schedules, student programs; 
departmental pJ:>ogvams. and speakers wer.•e used, but little 
J:----~~-'!t-,re.s-don@_thl"-ough_thELalumni_as_s_oc_ia±:ion .. _The_same_typ_e~~~~~~-
of' testing program for prospec·l:iive students that was so 
effective at Pacific Union College tvas also in operation 
at La Sierra, with the added emphasis of going into lower 
grades. As was the case at Pacific Union College, student 
programs lvere used e.;x:tensi vely. 
An:.a.l,;!~b~ 
No organized program of evaluation was noted. 
Lack of time for planning, research, analysis, and 
follow ... up wa.s noted along with the complaint of being 
unclerstaffed. The purchase of a duplicating machine and 
the a.dditic>n of a full-time secretary-newswri ter were the 
two desires of the Director. 
III. WALLA vlJALLA COLLEGE 
\valla 1Pla.lla College reported that no department 
t-----o1.'-publ-i,e-~elat-1ons-was-ex-isten t -·there-and -the--pre s:!dent--------------- -- ---~~~-
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as.sumed the responsibility f.or any promotion. They did,. 
however, take part in a unique experiment in cooperative 
public relations.. A special program called Tr:t-School 
Workshop was carried on armually by La Sierra College, 
Pacific· Union Oollege a:nd Walla Walla College. 
staff' of' the school paper and.of the yearbook, student 
delegates, the student association sponsor and the president 
of each college meet together together once a year to 
discuss relative problems, solutions and new ideas and 
goals for their student bodies. 
Many problems have been solved resulting from 
recormmendations by these student representatives to the 
various administrations. S~ch areas as religious 
activities, social activities, problems of publications, 
reot>ganization of student associations, current discipline 
:measures, better inter ... school relationships wex•e a few of 
the topics considered. 
IJ.1hese meetings, which lasted several days~ held on 
each of the three cs.m:puses alternately, v.rere subsidized 
entirely by the different student associations but were 
fostered by the colleges., 
Above the apparent contr:i.butions of thefle workshops 
1------weve-·tthe-goals-of-better ·- understandingT-less -frio t :i:on and---- ---------· 
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cooperation. 
IV~ SU]tll1ARY OF THE CHAPTER 
.. J?a:cif'ic Union College h~d established an office of 
public relations similar ·t6 those of College of' the Pacific 
rela tiona was developing" Alt;hoUgh La Sierra College did 
not have a full ... tirae director, a staff.member assumed 
some of the public relations activities as a part of his 
duties. Little avra.reness of the scope and value of 
public relations existed. Walla V.lalla. College lacked 
a.n organized public relations program. 
CHAl?TER VII 
INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 
AND A SUGGESTED PROGRAM 
This chapter deals with an interpretation of ·the 
development in organizing the office of]?ublic Relations 
in 8eventh-d~y Ad;ventist Colleges. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
As was stressed by the former connuittee for public 
relations of the educe.tional institutions of the Methodist 
Church; a knowledge of the importance and nature of 
public relations is essential in order to have a founda-
tion .f'rom which to build a stable. program.. It follotrrs 
that public relations w·ill be only as effective as the 
corresponding appreciation it commands. 
l:J.~?es~.itl .2£ 12~±.2. .r..~.t.S:..t!o:q~. As 1rra.s statedt 
every institution has public relations whether it has a 
public relations department or not, and it may be good, 
bad or ind:i.fferent ... -or, better still, outstanding. It 
was pointed out that every institution that is dedicated 
to public service must promote a mutnaJ undenstandin~~ 
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between itself and the publics it serves. 
N.,atll;r~. !.ill.! J2rincipJ:e.~ .2£. l{Ublic p~la~.io~H!• It was 
previously stated that the nature of public relations is 
bilateral--an interaction of school and, community. 
An understanding of all that the above statement 
implies, together with a knowledge of the principles of 
public relations, should provide a foundation on which 
to build an ef'fecti ve public rele;t:tons program. 
It is irapor·t:an·t that the administration l,ealize the 
necessity and place of public relations~ for it is the 
president ·who holds the influence to make or break the 
program,. As Case pointed out, public relations must be 
:regarded as an administrative furlct;:lon .. 
II PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS 
The director. Because public relations is an ~ ... _.,~_....... ......... 
administrative function and so comprehensive, great care 
should. be taken in the. selection of one who will direct 
the progra.xn. 
The swv·ey indicated that the educational background 
should contain a ba.che1orts degree and preferably a masterts 
degree. Studies should cover a broad area especially in 
the fields.of' Liberal Arts and Humanities, pJus subjects 
------
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~elative to the field _of Public Relations. Content, 
'however, is not as important a.s.is the personality and 
integrity of the person being consideradq Honesty and a 
sinoe~e desire to serve are eletnents that cannot be 
overlooked. Also, as each director indicate·d, one• s natu ... 
role. Administrative and organizational ability, ease 
with people, tact, and understanding are vital and great 
confidence can be placed in one who has successfully 
"passed this wayvt before. In each college studied, which 
reported a public relations program, not one director had 
majored in Public Relations in college. The Public 
Relations Director at Sacramento State College held degrees 
in Business Admini~tratton, Educational Administration and 
Educational Sociology; the major field of the Public 
Relations Director at San Francisco ~tate Oollege 1t1as 
History; the major field of the Public Relations Director 
at College of the Pacific was Speech and Dramatic Arts; 
---the--Publici Relations Director at JYiills College, because 
of her extensive background in journalism., achieved her 
position through experience; the Public Relations Directo:t• 
at Pacific Union College majored in History; and ·(;he 
Public Relations Director at La Sierra College held 
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degrees in English and Speech~ They were· .people of .broad 
educatitmal background who, for the most part,. had had 
successful administrative experience, and ware chosen for 
their "integrity and ability. It is not meant to imply 
that study in the ·field of Public Relations is not 
No criteria can be developed by which to judge all 
people, for .no two people are alike. However. a director 
should come somewhere near the ·description set down by 
Bernay-s.1 
!h! E~cretarza Here again, the survey. seemed to 
show that personality, adaptability, integrity, and 
e.xperienoe are ·the :most import:mt e~ements, although ·brain-
ing in secretarial should naturally be a prerequisite. 
The various college representatives interviewed agreed 
that a baohelorts degree would be desireable with training 
in courses related to public relations, but in at least 
_four of the colleges interviewed, all secretaries held 
the equivalent of a two-year secretarial certificate and 
no moreo All had, however, pleasing personalities, wide 
range of abilities, and sufficient experience in dealing 
f 
See Thesis, p "-_gQ_!__ 
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with people to qualify them for their job • 
. §,.1lX:ll;Ula.£1.• The investigation indicated that the 
backgrounds of the difterent di!iectors .varied as did the 
needs and the goals of their :t.nsti·tutions. A set of cri-
teria by t.;hich to ests.blisn personnel qualifications 
vtould be an :tnstitut>ional matter~ Practice as well as 
theory bears out, however, t.ba.t certain i'unda.mentals such 
as integrity, administrative a.bility, personality, a 
broad educational background with considerable experience 
in the sam.e field, are universal. These, accented by a 
desire to be of service to mankind, are essentials for 
both the director and his secretary. Of the directors 
interviewed) one helrl a doctora:be and f1.ve held a 
ln.aster ts degJ:•ee. This would indicate a. :master t s degree 
to be a minimurrl standard. 
III. ADHINISTHATIVE 001'1POSITION 
~ .. V.tf}RP! .. ti• .'?-ign,i~l ~ £r:estJ..a<?. g! off,.ce. The 
ad.rain:i.stra.tion of the college should .t'i:r•st decide trJhat 
the functions of the director are going to be and then 
title the off1.ce accordingly, be;lng careful not to mis-
!'epresent its purpose. The main turictions suggested for 
the director are J :1 sted 5.n tbe eJ ev·en steps preyio.ug_l;N.y:___ _______ =--------::---=-----=-= 
i 
l 
l 
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mentioned.. In the smalle:t~ colleges, the title Directo:r• 
of Public Helations seemed to be most appropriate. This 
;m$ana, hol..rever; that the director should be an assistant 
to the J)resident and dix•ectly responsible to him. Because 
of the nat;m•e and scope of his work, the director should 
cab1.net. The advocated rel19.tionsl:d.p that should o.xist 
beta·HH:m. the pJ:•e::ddent a.nd the p1J,bl:tc relations director 
was EAtatecl by Kent~ p:reviously quoted. l?igure 2 
conte.ins the diagr&Jn of or•ganization suggest~ed 'by the 
investigator. 
Off3.ce structure., It :i.s apparent from the fot~e ... 
going matevial that a full,..time dh•ector and secretary 
are considered 11ecessa:ry. Also, other part··.'l:iime student 
help should be available as load demands. It is suggested 
that for the small. college, ave:r•age part-time assistance 
or three to four hours per '(;;reek should be adequate. 
An off:tce f'or the di:r•ector and a l"'ecept:ton room 
combined tdth the secretary's of£ice 't<rould be. considered 
the minimum. Special equipment 1 such as a duplicator 
or computer 1 should be a:vailable in :r•oo:ms where adequate 
work may be done. 
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:main function should be the task of edu~ati.ng college 
personnel as to the importance and technics of good public 
relations and coordinating all activities that hold major 
publtc rela.t ions responsibil:t. ties. :810!' this reason his 
relationship to the pres5.dent, department heads, or any 
1~--------=o~th=el2___init1.Yi.~dual_o:t.._gr_ou:p_that_'t11riJ.J .. -e.f'tec-t-the-publ~ic,-------­
rela.tions program of. the school~ 'IAJciuld be one of counsel. 
This could be very effectively accomplished through a 
public relations commi.ttee composed chiefly of the 
admin1.strat:t.on and. department heads. This committee would 
be inve.luable in shaping and a.dministering ·bhe public 
relations program. More specifically, an advisory 
relationship would exist with the director of admissions 
as to student promotion., and a coordinating relationship 
with alu.mni officers and all off' .... campus activities., 
Publicity and general publications would be the director's 
direct responsib1.1ity with the individual departments 
carvying the load of their own publications and programs 
-----under the director's ·counsel and, assistance. Fund raising 
activities could enlist the assistance and cooperation of 
the director with the president directly in charge. All 
of the colleges investigated us.ed the director· in an 
advisory capacity to the various departments. In two 
of the colleges~ the directors had a :r•espo.nsibility in 
instituting policy-
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J.?E .. <!&~.t. The salary of the dirac tor should be in 
line 'tdth his position. It should be enough to attract 
one having the desirable personal traits,- abilities~ and 
necessaryaca.dem:tc training. The same rule could apply 
to the secretary. The size, needs, and policies of the 
institution would be the detexomining factor in this 
matter. As was mentioned, some part-ti111e student labor 
should also be considered. All of the colleges interv:i.Enved, 
with the exception of La. Sierra. College and Walla. Walla 
College, utilized the minimtun of a full-time director and 
secretary, but the salaries varied considerably. 
In all the colleges reporting a. public relations 
department, salaries, travel allowance, and office expense 
(which in some cases inc·luded the cost of publicity, such 
as photograpl'l.s) ~ vlere then lis ted as major expenditures~ 
FOI' the small Seventh-day Adventist Colleges, it is 
suggested that the cost of ge:ner:al college promotion be 
added to these three, as j_t is at La Sierra College and 
Pacific Union College. The four :main areas of expenditure 
to be considered in budgeting would then be (l) salaries, 
(2) travel. ( 3) office e:x.pense, :tncl:luitng cost ef J~~11~ra1 __ 
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publicity; and (4.) general college promotion, including 
brochw:es.. Departmental publications and programs or 
activities that reach the public could be budgeted 
directly to the departments involved, thus relieving the 
director of a mass of tinancial interpretation ·which 
J would_deJ::~a.c-t-.f'-rqr;J;-trlii1-rrrain-olrjoot of hi.~s-. _w_o_r_k-.--:r-n ________ _ 
~ budgeting the~;~e items departmentally, howevel"'; care must 
be taketi to label the amount as advertising or publica-
t1.ons to insure that it is not spent on equipment or 
other items, thus detracting from the public relations 
program. The cost of the college bulletin and other 
related items could be carried thl"ough the bus:tness 
office as a 1.,egular college advertising expense. 
This discussion on budget has been very general 
because of ita undefinable na tu1~e.. However 1 the amount 
budgeted should be proportionate to the s~ope of the 
progx•am, and be in harmony vJi th it at ·bhe end. A well 
planned pr<>gram. backed up by reasonable and defensible 
-requests will enable the director to receive adequate 
funds with which to 11ork. 
~l]!r;z:. The title o.r the off' ice should adequately 
portrs.y its function. If the pattern outlined is ·to be 
follolved, then Direet1or of J?ubl1.c Relations. would be an 
___ a:pp~opF-ia-t--e-t1tle.. 'l'ne director wo1,1ld hold an important 
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full-time administrative position, hi.s main functions 
being counsel, supervision, coordination, and service 
accomplished, to a. great degree, through.a public relations 
co:m.mittee. 
Adequate assistance o:r at least one full ... time 
IV. J?UBLICS AND SPECIAL SERVICES 
Publics. The publics of an institution are limited 
~,!" ' ...... ~ 
only by the direct or indirect contacts which the college 
makes. For this reason, the list of publics for every 
·institution will differ, and each must make an analysis 
of its own to determine just what individuals or groups 
lir:i..ll be concerned. 
Since all colleges are concerned with. certain basic 
functions and activities, some publics are universal~ A 
list of these, adapted to the Seventh-day Adventist college 
- :t'ollowi:n--
I • The church 
A. 'rhe governing board 
B • The lay meniber 
C 4 Sister :tnst:ltutions; and organizations 
II. The college family 
A. The administration 
B. Faculty and staff 
d. Students 
P. ~rospective students 
·III. Constituents 
A. Parents 
B. Friends and supporters 
c. Alumni 
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::----.-IV'!- The-cow ..m.u..11ity 
A. Civic and social groups 
B. Bus:i.ness arid industry 
C. Farmers 
D. News agencies 
V. Broad area publics 
A. Tb,e government- ... local, state, national 
B. The general educational profession, including 
accrediting associations and professional 
organization 
C. Convention gl"oups 
D. Research foundations 
E. News agencies 
VI. Special public 
A, Veterans 
B. /lny individuals or groups peculiar to the 
local situation 
This is by no means an exhaustive list but would 
serve as a basis fo:r organizational planning. The import ... 
ance of an analysis, to determine an institution's publics, 
at the very outset, has already been stressed. 
1----
§E~~;i~~ .. ~.~!:.YJ.£.6.!• The range of special services 
that rrJay be r•ende:red to an inst:ttut:tonts publics :l.s 
limited only by ingenuity and physical structurest such 
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discussions on special services would be needless duplica ... 
t!on. for all the suggestions plus many more not yet 
thought of vrould be appl1ce.ble.. Th(~ important factor 
fo!l a director to consider :ts thai; the rich rewards of a 
good public relattons program, stem from public set>vice. 
~-------- SUJ:U.nJ.a.r:v~ __ 0!).€) of the first duties of the director 
is to make an analysis of the public relat:tcms prog:rGuu in 
reference to its publics. These must be determined in 
ox>der to establish an effective progrs.m based on service. 
V. HEDIA 
Successful public relations will result in an 
institution•s publics actually becoming supporters, or 
media, by vthich others are reached. ~~he importance of 
the college family relative to this has been stressed, 
and to promote an av.rareness of .its part and a knot\rledge 
of methods would be one of the :first and continuing 
functions of the director. It is asstnned that the entire 
college program. is worthy of' these eft6:rts. 
1------~---
Local c~~di tiotlS- woul.d-detei':inine th~ use of a<.nne 
media such as television and radio, but if they are 
available~ they can be used very e.t'feotively. Th:ts was 
the case in six of the seven colleges studied. Great care 
I 
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however, and good results have been obtained by utilizing 
college specialists and committees to supervise these 
.a~eas. 
Great care must be observed in using newspaper 
coverage.. This was ·che most used tool by the non-
Seven:bh .. day Adventist colleges 1 and their directors stressed 
over-and over-againthe-necessity of promoting good pr-o ... 
f'essional relations ~.~ith newsmen and carefully screening 
the material. Magazine publishers are very- particular 
about accepting articles but e.)i'forts should be made to 
promote a program worthy of recognition. Many articles 
i may be refused b'l.).t one accepted story could resu.l t in 
thousands of dollars worth of publicity. A good example 
is l-Ulls College. Only reputable magazines 1 whose 
influence would e:nhance the prestige and ideals of the 
college, should be considered~ 
A speakerts bw:>eau would be an expedient aid to 
coordinating the ever .... present flovt of a.ppo:tnt:ments. 
:!:''"~our of the colleges :tnvest:i.gated had sonle type of 
-speaker*s bwea:u, and all fu.x•nished speakers by appoint ... 
:ment 9 Movies ( t-thich a.re difficult and costly to obtain), 
slide films, graphic and pictorial materials, e.xhibits, 
and misce1.laneous publications, would be dec:!,ded a:i.ds to 
all deuutation gr•oups and represents.t:tves. The collage 
bulletin and .schedules are by ,·nature a necessity; but 
much cou,ld.be done, as with. all p~inted .mater:tal1 to 
make. it more attractive and interesting-. 
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The successful student and departmental programs 
featuring home town talent in an interesting presentation, 
~~I:_ have been used by La Sierra College and Paoi:f'1c 
Union Coll<7ge 1 are-very efteotive in student promotion 
and 'building good relations, He:r>e again close ooo;rdj.nation 
and discretion are suggested. Another effective student 
promotion feat~e is the secondary school testing program 
carried on by these two colleges. Guidance has been 
greatly appveciated by young people who were being faced 
with decisions. It is suggested that these items be 
inclu.d.ed in the college program. Special rtlEmt:ton should 
be made here about the potentialities existent through an 
organized al-amni association. Fov an example, a review 
ot the cooperative alu.m.ni program carried on th:r>ough 
Mills College is suggested. The time spent in research, 
planning and organiza:tion of a coordinated program ~rith the 
alumni- association wou~d pay rich dividends. 
Another area that should be wisely utilized is the 
field of indirect media~ The Bell Telephone Company 
would be very happy to furnish a program of instruction 
--
- -- - -----
- - --------------- I 
I 
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for the college staff' o.n the proper use of the telephone. 
Emphasis should be placed on punctuality and neatness 
in :regard to correspondence. Also, attitudes of students 
towa:rd st;rangers on the ca.mpus is just another of the 
:many indirect rned:ta that can be used to gr·eat advantage. 
1
.l!he importance of' a continuing program of j.nstruction for 
---
the staf'f is evident, a.nd the director•, th,roug..l-). tho 
cooperation of a public :r•elations co1mnittee, could accomp ... 
lish thts. Eight rules considered basic by the :i.nvestiga ... 
1. Use all possible media and the entire staff in 
a bals.nced prog:re:m. · 
2. Select the best :media for the purpose. 
3. Release inf'ormat:lon to the public while it is 
still nevts • 
b... l1ubl:l.c ize the "little th:ln.g.stt arou.nd. the sch.ool ~ 
5.. Publicize the work of all departments. 
6. Plan the public relations program early. 
7. Re-oheok all news rel~ases. 
8. Be simple, honest; direct and punc.tual in the 
use oi' all media. 
g'll.l.'tl.t.~1l· IPor e. successful proc;ra:m c>f publlc 
relations, an lnsti tution must: v.ro;rk foP and th:rot.1gh its 
publics 1 as they are the most eff.ectiite media. In the 
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s.nd a cor:ttinuous p:L"ogra:m of staff indoctrin.s:bion in -the 
:t:m.port:a.noe, procedur(!';S; and technics of.' good public 
1"'e1a t ions :l s hi'Jp era t :!.vo ~ 
VI • ANALYSIS OF' 'rHE PROGHAM 
~.xcept th.a:t an analysis should be made at the beg:tnning 1 
~nd from time ... to· .. time thereafte:t:; in orde:t' to establish 
direc.tion and redirection of the program. Only in this 
way can an :tnat:i:l.ru,ticmts publ:.l.c rela.tions keep pace with 
educatio.nal and social changes. Five of ·the seven directors 
intervie't~ed ate.ted the need foX' a progra.Rl of evaluation. 
!1,e:t?,l;H?~~ • A r£tVievJ of. methocls is a study in i tsel:f.' 
and too broad to 1.nclude here. Br•iefly, the subjectlve; 
informal type of eJ~a:m,.nat:ton can be cal"'l"ied on alntost 
continuously to some proflt.. However;~ scientific methods 
should be util~~zed to obtain s. n~ore complete picture. 
Care n1Ust be taken 11ot to become :too much engrossed in 
the raeoha.n:tcs of such a program, thus det:r."ac ting f':t'<.:Hn 
the main ftinct1.on.s of the office • 
§~Y~!f.X• The need for a prof~ram of evaluation 
rent but it is an involvedprocess that :must be 
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VII CONCLUSIONS 
On the basis of the roa.dingg and the survey, tlw 
:tn.vest:tgator has a:r>rived at :the follolvlng three con_clusions: 
1. -Arl-awaren-ess of th~ nature, scope$ and importance 
of public relations :t.s necessary fo:P an effect:tve pro ... 
gram. The personnel conc.@rned 1.n th1.s act:lv:tty t>epre ... 
sent the :t:ns.t:ttution to :tta publics and, there:rore; 
must be chosen with d1~soretion, the prestige of the 
office beilig: .con:n.nE:rnsura:h~ -v.r:U;h the progra.m it is 
expec.ted to fulf':tl ~ 
2" A survey of the pv.'o11.cs of' an inst1 tutlon, 
special services that could be :t'endered these publics, 
and the available media is necessary. 
· .3. A system of evaluating the effectiveness of. the 
:tnst;i tution • s p1.1.blic rela t ioxit.s p.rogre.rn must determine 
whether o;;. .. :noi1 th0 ;r>espons:tbDJ. ties~' n.eads an.d goals 
of the college s.re being l"ealieed. 
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of it 1 s scope and nature Public Relations should be 
r;_'~e,¢?~~fzed as the administrative function that it is and should be 
as one of the major assignments within the campus orge.ni-
Does the administrative philosophy of 
'your college emphasize: (underllne) a. All of the abcve. b. <Xlly 
part (ex~1lain below). c. None. d. More, 
Notation 
----.-- -·------·--~----0---------··----------·~~-··----··--··-~------····-· ... -·-·-----
.Petsdnpel (iualifications 
. A .• The Director~ ( or f''ac :Jir.,ile) 
'1 :. Educational Background ________________ ~----------------
eg: f.lA-Journ 'll i :Jm etc • 
ExPerience Back!!rOlmd 
• CJ ---~----~---·---------------
·2 
-;;• 
4, Character Traits 
eg: Honet"ty. ::ince:rity, etc. 
5. Talent s-pertina te to job __________________ ~--"-----~---~---------· 
S~cretarial: 
r. C:duc:1tion 
2. Experience---·-·------·-··-------------------------···------··------------------------·--·----
.,.....,.. ____ -------- ----·-··- ----------- -----· ----------------- --- -----------------··-------------------
A.ai!J:l~i $trG,t ive Co moo sit ion 
---....4.-----~~·---
.. ' 
'' 
i 
I 
i 
I 
' ' 
I 
,, 
i 
1., The ct irechr.: a. , Fu l l Ume. 
I 
b. Par.t time • 
' 
2. The secretn.ry: a. Full time.' b. Part time. 
Other full time help · t Part time 
> • --- ---
c • 
' 
no. no . & hr a.. per. wk. 
4. Office· npa.ce: a. one. }). two. c. more 
. I 
' 
. 5· Special office equip~ment: a. Copy m~chine. b. Calc u l~tor 
c • Other. , 
-"-----c-·~---..,.---~--
.woul d y.ou desire to im:pr ov~ yo tc~r of'f'ice 
C • .Y0ur Rel a.tion :o h ip to: (answer c0ordin a tor , ad v isor, supervisor· , 
servh:es, n one, e t c .') '. ·.' 
. / 1.' Regi :>trar or: cl iirec t or J::> f' admi ss i.on:> in re t,H.r d to :: tude•rit 
" 
. rironloti on _________ i _____ _ _ _ _ _ c _ ________ _ 
2. JJe ~m. r· tmcnt h eH ri s 
. . ~---···~--· -------.---------~-
) . r' t..m d Rai s ine: ·endow-ments , :>cholar sh i ps , et:c . 
acndo &! i.c _ __ _ ____ ~---~-- -- ' .·t·.lden t 
s tuden t ~'1' o grr>.rr!!-J ___ _________ • o e ;: ut s t ion g r c ~ ~ ps _ ·~ .. --~!.-... - , 
e ,s : bo. nd , c h oir 
~I)eake;r .~ e r ;; :'e<'tker ''' bureau _ _________ .._____ , a ~" un:ni a~;.-. 
s oc i a. t ion 
IV. 
~; . Li.st two or ttwee areas of' major expenditures'--- ----,.---
PuMics and Special Ser.vicesi (.l~ st special 
$COop sheet, 
homecomings, 
A. St udent s ' 
ties, etc.) 
. 
serVices such a ~ : Ptudent 
f acul ty doing s , open house, 
ihformaiion, use of facili-
B. Faculty and Staf f _ __ . _______ .. _~---· ---
Alumni Ass ocia t i on 
G. Conven tions, etc, 
H. Gove:rmoen t 
J. Vete ran s A.nd Other Special Gr oups (li st ) 
V. Medium~ Employed (t o wh,'3.t extent. e g : :-.n u.c h , lit t le, none , a ver age, etc;. ) · 
Radio •>.nd Te levi s {on ___ ·--------- -----·--
8 . t-lo'v ie s 
- -- ---"---'-'----·------
C • . Me.gs.z ine ·s-----~----------, New spa per s-----~---·---·-·'---
Fa.eul ty and s'ta.f' f 
---
, Student ?ubl ica t i on s __ . _____ _ 
Stu~ent P.regrams~----~~~~ 
\ 
High sc'h~ol testing program f<o,r g\,lidance 
H. Alumni Associations Local ' , National 
------------ ----~~~----
. vi. Ma.in Complain~!! (if any, und'erline) 
Work too clerical--Not enough .help 
Not enough division of labor to catch all possibil·ities 
Lack of time for planning, research, analysis, and follow-up 
Other (list)_ 
VII. Suggestions For Improvement (one or two main ideas) 
A. 
B. 
APPENDIX B 
TABLE II 
! 
~-~--
OHEOK LIST FOR PUBLIO RELATIONS FOR SACRAMENTO 
STATE COLLEGE (FROM Tlill OFFICE OF 
THE EXECUTIVE DEAN) 
I. Public Relations 12,;rected TqW.£l£.!!* 
A •. ;Fro:;Jpective students 
B,. Students 
C. p.arents and friends of' students 
~ D; All.lllll:li 
.E ~ ·~~ -Fa.oU.l ty 
F. Schools in the area 
~G. Business and pl"'ofess1.orw,l groups in the area 
n. Legislators 
I , Community 
Newspaper releases 
Radio and Television 
oonferences . 
Spe:tcal. programs 1 speakers • 
Personal contact 
College activities ~ 
G. Publications 
Student pr·oduct1ons 1 
special lecturers~ 
spec:l.al programs 
(Cornerstone Laying, 
H,. Participation of administration and faculty 
in com.n1unity organizations, activities 1 etc. 
I,. A. A~]~l~ .. directed t<;>wa,rE: pr~s£e~tiv~ students 
1. $pecie,l programs by college students in 
the sch.ools 
· -.2*~-- Spec1~a1· events on campus tor g:~?oups of 
students 
3. Direct conta.ct ~Ji th counselors of the 
schools 
4~ Direct contact. l'Ji th tea~h.~rs - preferably 
by membems of tb.e facv.lty of the college 
in the same subject mattE:lr areas 
;;. College publications sent to schools and 
e iors 
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6j Letters to seniors 
7. Special a·bhletic events, music festivals; 
etc .. 
· 8. Campus tours for graduating classes 
B.. Activities directed toward students 
_... , ·· · ntailt•• •• · ~ ""'i"WIP .......... .;;.;;.,_; ......... .,;.;. 
1, ~ublic relations developed through 
admissions procedure 
2. Registration procedure 
-2.~ _.The adv:tsorv s:vstem ~ Student participation in college programs 
5. Information supplied through college 
newspaper, special announcements, asserrlblies, 
etc. 
1. N·ewspaper releases about stud(;)nts 
2. Special events for parents • Dadfs Day 6 
receptions, 
etc. 
3., Invitations to studentactivities, 
d:c»am.a.tics productions. :musical per~o:tnn­
ances, etc., 
Activities directed toward alumni 
• s i* to ' T 'I _..,.., ;&co"""~ ""'<W- ..-.· t'r=,; ,. -. 
1. Keeping alumni i~or:med ot college 
activities 
2 ~. Activities sponsored by the Altlll'ln:t 
Association ). Use of alumni on programs in the cqmmunity 4. Professional meetings for alumni by 
---- ----- --cd:t-v:tsiens ---
5~ · Alumni participation in programs of the 
college, such as gl"'aduation- cornerstone 
laying~ etc. . · 
6. Special letters, alumni bulletin, school 
paper 
E ' ... 
I, 
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A,t3tivlti~s directed toward ~ faculty 
. . 
1:. Keeping the faculty i:n!'ormed on major 
activities of the college so that they 
11d.ll give an intelligent and unified 
picture to those persons with whom they 
oome into contact, such afil# building 
program, curricular offerings, legis ... 
2 .. 
3· 4· 
;;. 
lative program. college activities 
Faculty participation in cornrnun:tty 
organizations• activit:tes 
... Faculty talks to oo:mmu.n:tty groups 
Faculty part1oipat:ton in professional 
associations 
Faculty publications 
Activities directed toward schools in the area 
PT l"'r uq'.- . . ~~-"*Trqr.lht ~ ~~
Visits.to schools by college repre-
sentatives to explain college programs 
to ootl.nselors, etc,. 
Special programs on campus fox~ .school 
groups: eounselol~s, teachers, adm:tnis ... 
trators, etc. 
Invitations to certain college functions 
Activities directed toward business and 
E.~'RTe's$Io.~~l . .srouR~.!a ~Jl..§ area -
1. · Encourage business and professional 
groups to visit oa;mplii.S; such as service 
group lun,cheonsl K:twanis 11 Rota:roy1 Lions 11 
:mxehange Olubll 20•30 Club, 
"etc. 
2. Provide speakers for meetings 
3. Musical and dramatic programs 
-4•- .A.,ethte participation by college r.epre ... 
sent~tives in community organizations and 
activities 
l .. for discussion of problems 
-
-
II. 
I. £_ot.1vi't1~s directed toward ]!+.~ .oon:.ununitz 
l. Newspaper releases to keep community 
:tnto:rmed..of collegeaotivitiea 
Media _ _.._.. 
A., Material f.O~. netrts}?_,aEer ~lease .. ~ 
l,. E:n:rollment 
2. New·or interesting curricular offe:rings 
3* Announcements o:tt reports on college 
activities, sports, dramatics; musicals, 
etc. 4q Qonterenoes held by college or groups in 
the college 
5~ Omwaenoement and baccalaureate 
6" Announcentent of opening dates 
7•. Special activities of students 
8 Releases to home town paper of accomplish-
ments of students 
9. New faculty 
10. Faculty aooo:mplishmants 
11. Special items, such as budget; new build-
ings~.·· accredia ta. tio!l., etc. 
12. Spec1al vis:t tors to campus 
3· 
Draxna. ties record;tngs 
On the spot events, such as sports, 
dra:matics 1 :tnl.).sic Interviews with visitors, student gvoups~ 
faculty · 
Commencement 
0. ,Spon;sS>ri~ nrotesaip,na,l .2&..,~,P. .. enp~s ,2E: .cam;2US 
1. Qo, T., A. 
2. Elementary su;pervisors 
3· Administrators: Oity and county super1n~ 
tendents~ elementary and 
secondar rinoi als 
14.5 
Teachers of Social Stud1$s• English; 
Business, Health and.Physical Edueation 11 Sc:d.enoe1 etc+ · 
Business g:t>oupsl 0 * P 10 A .• , National Office 
N'UJ?sing groups 
Government groups 
E. Personal contae t 
G. :Publications 
Catalog 
Management Association, 
Credit Managers, Sales 
Executives 
8ttirJ1nar Session catalog 
Newspaper 
Special brochures 
a. 'ttooking Aheadn .,.. Teacher :S:dueation 
b,. Occupational opportunities 
c. Liberal arts program 
a.. All ... Oolle:ge 
e. G·rs.duate progr•aJu 
Yearbook 
:professional publicationsl Educat:ton, 
Science, Social 
Science 
... -b~ -~;~~i:1z:!~ations f'older for general public 
9. PJN>grams 1 oommenoeraent invitations, etc. 
10. Special anno'Ullcements 
APPENDIX C 
TABLE III 
NOTES ON ADMINISTRATION FOR SACRAMENTO 
STATE COLLEGE {FROM THE PERSONNEL MANUAL) 
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The College is a part of the California State 
College system and is~ therefore, under the.oontrol 
of the State Director of Education and the State 
Board of Education. The President of the College is 
appointed by the Director subject to the approval of 
the State Board of Education. He is the administra~ 
tive head of the College. As such, he is charged 
-- __ ,,:tth the -t'eepone:tbility and conltnensl..trata autho~ity 
for adminis·tering all branches of the College. 
A state law provides a local advisory board of 
seven to thirteen members whose function is to serve 
in an adyisorl capacity. 
On this campus, provision has been made for a 
democratic administration within the limits of res~ 
ponsibility and authority prescribed or permitted 
under existing lavrs; r•egula tions, and controls. 
Since the most important functions of individual 
members of the faculty are instruction and guidance, 
it is recognized that teachers must be freed from 
most of the duties of a noninstruotional character 
which over a long period of years have come to be 
considered administrative functions ...... a t;x>end whichll 
of course~ is not restricted to educational insti·cu ... 
tions. However, every effort is made to familiarize 
the faculty and staff with the major administrative 
problems and to have them participate in decisions 
through faculty meetings, faculty oo:mm::i.ttees, and 
through expression of opinion to the President and 
other administrative officers. 
It is recognized that, since members of the 
faculty do not regularly report for duty during sev-
------- ---eral-weeks--ormonth::ro.t th:e year, it ls impractical 
for them to assume certain kinds of responsibilities, 
which frequently require immediate action during 
vacation periods. But it is most important that the 
faculty give consideration to more fundamental issues 
with a view to assisting in the development of insti• 
tutiona.l policies~ The peculiar structure, organi ... 
zation and procedures of the State government must, 
of course, be'recognized and the resulting restrictions 
observed in our own organization and operations.,. 
!:uth.~~J .. U and ;a~~;eonsib:t;ttt.z 
· 'l'he majo:r' phases of the administrative organi,.. 
za:tio:n are shown on the o1"'ganization chart on page 4• 
It is generally expected that faculty members will 
. refel'*. problems, proposals, and requests to their l division chairman as the officer having immediate authority and responsibility. Such matters, wrhen ~------------necessar-y, v.rill be passed from the chairman to the 
r appropriate dean and thence, when advisable, to the 
President. It is expected that this procedw:)e will 
be followed in matters.relating to the performance 
of duties, interpretation or improvement of the 
cut'rlculum, material :ne(}ds of the classroom, and the 
like. Faculty members are assu.red, however, that 
the President and the deans are always glad to 
discuss matters. of personal importance. Employees 
not members of the instructional staff will refer 
problems, proposals, and requests to their respective 
supervisors or office heads. 
President 
Performs ]h! followin~ duties: 
a, Serves as administrative head of the College. 
b. Reports to and takes direc·tions from the State 
Director of Education a:nd,Assoc:tate Superin-
tendent of Fublic Instruction on matters of 
policy and gener-al administr-ation of the College .. 
c. Recommends all faculty and staff appointments, 
promotions, eto. 
d4 Prepares and submits the College budget and 
· -------a<iministers s.ll·f:tnancial affairs. 
(h Organizes and coordinates the staff; assigns 
duties, exercises general over ... all supervision 
and leadel~sh::tp. . 
f. Directs the public relations program, 
Under the direct.i.on of the President: 
.... ~ t''•it .............. ~~-----
a. Has responsibility :ror general planning and 
promotion. 
b. Directs preparation. and organization o.f the 
College catalog and other publications, 
e. Assists in promoting building program., 
d.• Makes special studies of administrative prob ... 
. lems~ 
e. Coordinates public relations aotiviti.es. 
f. Serves in such other capacities as the president 
may direet. 
Under the direction of the Presidet>.tl __ ..,.~ ....,....,....,~.· .
a. Has general responsibility for and. coordinates 
all aspects of the :tnstructional program. 
b. Determines faculty staffing needs and super~ 
vises preparation of position specifications. 
c. Directs the program for selection and super-
vision of faculty members. 
d, Directs the orientation and in-service education 
p:t."ograms for members of the instructiol'l.al $taft. 
e~ Performs such other duties as the President may 
assign. 
--~~o~g~~~~.r~~ -~~~e,r.Y!sipX} £?! ~ Pean 2f 
a• Stimulates and coordinates the curriculum 
development activities of the various inw 
structional divisions. 
b. Coordinate$ studies of instruct:.:i.onal proce-
dures. 
o. Superv:ts.es prepare. tion of the schedule of 
es · utlines o:r curriculwas, and related 
- ~ -mateJto-:t.al.a. _ . .. _ ........... _ . 
AFP;fiiNPI.X. D 
TABLE l.V' 
EVAtUATI.NG THE :rUBLIO RELATIONS I'ROGRM-1 
(NQ':fES OF THE LEO~URE GIVEN BY MAYNE} 
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In respcm.d:tng to Nr., _Oar:modyt s check list which he 
sent to the members of. the Association, I ae:nt him a 
copy of a simple "cheek l:t.st for publie relat:tonstt 
wh~cb. we he.d. developed a.t tllo College~~ Since I had 
g:l ven. him a wr1.tt;en docwn4:)nt, he :must have assumed 
that I knew something about. evaluating public 
:~elations programs and j,:o;v1.ted me to participate on 
this palilelllt -The check list which wo developed. 
serves its ·purpose well, Howeve:r,.. I mus·b hasten to 
say that it w-as not d.eaigned to determine th~ ef..., 
f'eotivenesa of a p'llblic program. The cheek list 
wh:toh we developed consists of a list of the various 
pubJ.1cs which we feel should be considered in o't.lr 
p1;tbl1o rela ti;ons program and the kinds of mediums 
that vTO use .for eS'.ch. group!!· The «publics" includes 
1. Pl"'OSpeot:J.ve student;$ ... -high school and junior 
college graduates. 
2 .. Ow students • 
.3. :Parents ot' $tuclents., 
4• Al\Uillli• $ ~ Faculty and nonacadem~.c staff. 
6. Public schools in our service area"~school 
administrators, teachers, etc. 
7• Business and professional groups in the area., 
8. Legisle:t;;or::~, State officials, etc• 
9 ~· The gene:ral community. 
Under each oi' these publics, we have listed the 
various activities that are appropriate for our 
relations "t<Ii th the gt-oups. At regular intervals, 
usually each fall, we aheclt the activities that we 
carried on d\Wing ·the past yee.r to determine whether 
o~ prQgram seemed ada qua te and to make plans for the 
·· -----c~rent-year~~-------· 
Although this approach serves our purpose in help .. 
ing us keep a bal9.nce of activities with all of the 
''publics", :tt does not, obviously, give us. an evalu• 
ation Qf the real effectiveness ot our public 
r(f)lations program. 
l$2 
We have not ~made a study to ·&.tterapt to answer the 
all important question of "What influence does our 
public. relations program e.x.ert?11 or to answer such 
questions as 11What have we done that cause certain 
students to attend the.OoJ.J.age or not to' do.so? 94 
ttv.lha.t have we done to Cti.n.tae certa:t.n donors to m.ake 
gi . .tts to th.e College and to discourage others'?" 
~Ov as a. puhl~.cl;r-r2ru:ppovted tnstitution, what have we 
done that provides support or lack o.f support by · 
legislators, State officials; and others in the 
conn.nuni.ty?" ! agree ve1•y much wtth the following 
st·atement of Cle..renca A<1 achoenf.'eld :tn ."The University 
and Its l?ublicsU ~ 
tt:Pu.bl:tc relations :ts a two-wa.y street, involving 
both: outgoing teaching 2.nd incom:tng consumer- . 
:t. . esearoh, so to apeak. Public rol~.tions for higher 
ed;u,ca tion is at the heartt, on t_he one hand il . of the 
dev:elon:ment ot soun.o. educational standards a.:nd 
services for American society_ and on the other 
hand, of b'tli.ld.ina; and. ro.aln:bsJ .. n.:tng a.dequa te public 
euppo:r•t f. or ov..r educational agenoips .. n · 
Snoenfeld further vi,;idl:y :tllus.tra:tes the depth of 
the meaning of public relations by an illustration 
ot a TJ:niyepsity that oaJ.l.ed in a group of repre .... 
aentat:tve citizens to advise it on how to improve 
its public relati<>ns.e,Xpecting to b~ told such things 
as,. tttou need a J:ancy movie. r:tbout the uni vex-a 1 tyj ''. 
or '*You need sm.oothe:r> lobbying ip. the capitol," 
The oons.ulta:n.ts p:J.n..-.pcrlnted the real public relations 
proble:msv-rhen the1 sa:td• "The u,n.iversityta diffi-
culties are bar;dc iil the:tr or:tg:tna • There is wide .... 
a:~:n?ead d.iasa"b;tsfact!on v.r:tth fr~shrnan counseling and 
student housing. There is a lack of. sympathy with 
the uni verai tyt s building policies • There ia s. lack 
of ttnde:rstand.ing of the r>ole a.nd. !"efi\tJ.lts of academic 
resea~eh. There is a ns.gg1ng suapicion that some 
· ----professors ~e ~ru.bvel"'sives,n ······· . 
. To me, tbis analys:ta by these consultants with all 
of t~u~ir resulting implications :tndioate the ·hype of 
results that we should expect to .get from an evaluatiol'l 
ot the pt:tblio relations program, It Ifieans, in fact, 
that we must ~valuate more than just tlu:~ superficial 
results of the public relations program, but obtain 
f e effectiveness of the college 
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·in carrying out ,.~s :t'uncttonS.. '.l!o obtain an. ~va.lu,a ... 
t:J.on of .this type requ4'es a COll.fiideral;>le am.ou,nt of 
ttme; planning and woXi~· It :r.eq;u.:tz.es ·th,e d~Velopment 
of opinionnai:res .to be used :f'o:r a s:urveyof large 
number> a of people as well. as pePsonal ~n:bervte~~. It 
requires obtaining the points of Vit':lw q£.taculty1 of student~,. or employers and of th.e connnunity at large. 
l?ubli,o re.la tiom;~ then becomes a two•way stree.t. . If 
·the results of th.e ~:val:u.ation p.oint up . undesirable 
~..t;ems and facts tha.t actually e:d .. st in the oollegep 
. 1t is necessary to take steps to improve those areas 
--------- - of t..l).e program.. 
Qn the other hanQ., if the opinions do not express 
· true facts X'egardi,ng the college, then i.t becomes 
necessar-y to plan an. effective pl?og:ram t:J:l,at -vrill 
bring the t:rue facts and. an u:rtdet-s'bEl.nding of: the 
pvogram to th,e various publios that are involved. 
+n summary; the .f'ollowing questions should be 
answer edt 
l. l)o the opinions expressed indicate the t1 .. ue 
s:ttua:~:ton as it exists?, 
2o Are these oond.:ttiona desirable? (a) It not, what changes sh.all we ma.ke? 
(b) :Cl' so, .what must we do to get the 
coll'.IPlete story a.cross to our publics? 
3. How do we go a.bQut changing the prevalent 
opinions? 
---------------
APPENDIX E 
TABLE V 
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15.5 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
(FROM THE PERSONNEL MANUAL). 
Public relations is a most· :tmpOl~tant aspect of . 
college adm:l,nistration. We e.re obligated to the. 
public which supports the college an.d which utilizes 
it to give necessary inf'o:rmati.on and reports con-
ce:t'ningthe nature·and services of the college and its 
problems and needs. Each faculty and staff member is, 
therefore, and im,portant representative of the insti-
tut;loi1 and will inevitably influence the mind and 
action of the public w:i:hh respect to the college. 
The nat~e and quality of our ~v:Lce~ may best be 
made known tJ:wough the regular activ:fties of our 
teaqhers, librarians; office assistants, deans, 
registrar, and other staff members. Those who utilize 
the college will speak for it or against it as their· · 
impressions dic-tate •. 
The plans, policies~ programs, and needs of the 
. college,· ho1-rever, ought to be present;ed in an authori-
tative and consistent manner.; For obvious reasons 
the President cannot delegate full responsibility in 
such matters, but he has established a committee 
whose fm1ction is to advise as to public relations 
and public:lty pol:tc.ies, Other members of the faculty 
and staff a:t"'e therefore requested ·to submit ideas and 
items to the corllXlli ttee or to the President • s office 
rather than to make independent releases. 
There are three types of news usually released to 
newspapers and radio stations: 
1. Official college publicity (curriculum, build ... 
,, ing prog:re.:m, enl.,ollment, staff appointments, 
etc.) which is to be released through the 
President; t s office or other delega:ted ad ... 
- --- -m::tnlstr-ative office. 
2. Studen·t activities pttblicity which may be 
released by faculty advisers and directors 
or released by students appointed by the 
faculty sponsors to handle publicity. Ath"" 
letics, music, drama, clubs, and student 
government are included in the. student 
-
------
l ! __ _ 
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3. Publicity about campus chapter organizations 
which are comprised of faculty and staff 
members but are not official college groups 
may be released at the discretion of chapter 
o:f.'fice!'s. 
Official college publicity is to be released only 
through the administrative offices in order to insure 
t~he acctiX'acy of material and appropriate timing of 
releases •. Publicity of the type described in items 
No. 2 and 3 may be released by persons indioatedt 
However-, it is requested that the publications 
xnanager be advised of the plans for the release of 
publicity in order to avoid duplication of effort. 
The publications raanager will be glad to advise and 
assist with the release of publications in these two 
categories. 
!£!~~~ 
In order to assist both the faculty and outside 
groups.who desire speakers from the college,; the 
F::r..ecutive Dean adm.inisters an o1xtside speakers • 
list. Menibers of the fa<n:tl-t;y who are willing to 
participate in this se:t?'lrice should submit a list 
of topics upon \vhich they "t-rill speak and the type of 
group for t..rhioh the talks al:'e appropriate. 
Upon receiving a. request for a speaker, the name 
of an approprate person is suggested. Arrangements 
are then concluded between the inquiring group and 
the faculty. member. The faculty member should notify 
the Executive Dean of his acceptance .. 
The procedure has as its objective an orderly and 
quick method of clearing requests, r•otating assign-
ments so that the burden 1nay be more evenly distri-
. ---"5i.ft-tfd~--and-provid1ng a record of' speaking engagements 
by the faculty. 
APPENDIX F 
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Public institutions have long recognized that good 
public relations are essential to lasting success. 
In the ultimate analysis, the objectives of our public 
relations program is to win friends tor the College, 
A spir-it of :t'ri$ndl:tness, helpfulness, and service 
should characterize this institution. We all must 
strive for oetter public understanding. The public's 
attitude must be the concern of everybody in this 
College, 
9..+!-0~us ,?ubli,c,it;y: 
Media. Local and regional press, radio and tela• 
'vts:Lon, Altutrn.i Bulletin, Spealcers Bureau.1 Special Events, Catalogs and Bulletins. 
'Foli,cz,. All news releases from ~he College should 
'lie distributed through the Public Information 
Office. This unified editorial policy will assist 
the College in providing a permanent and known 
press contact on campus. If press releases (student and faculty) are not distributed through 
this Office. copies of san1e should be forwarded 
to this Office for the records and follow-up 
service to the press .. 
~edia. Gol~en G~ter, !acult~ Footnotes, division 
minutes, o?'fTc!a"' bulletins. . 
Procedu.re. ':Che Public Information Office does not 
· iia'nd!e' on ... oampus publicity... Persons desiring 
to insert notices in any of the above bul-
e ed ors. 
-
-~--~-
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O.AMPU$ VISITORS, AID} SPECIAL l-iEEI'l:NGS 
Tours. All requests tor campus to~s by public groups 
· ··- sho'U.ld be :referre<,i to the Public Intormation 
. Office,. Ca.mpus guides t.U:ld tour information will 
be provided,. As a genei"al policy, visitors are 
not allowed in classrooms while classes are in 
session. 
- -S;eeoial L$¢'t;ll,re Fund. Tb.is f\l!ld is a<lminist:ered. by the 
~ -· Fub!lc IriformatiQn Office for special lectures 
duv!hg. the regular College year. . F\Ulds are . quite 
limited and no commitments should be lllad.e w:t th .... 
out clearance :f'rom the Information Of'f'ioer, 
§.E..<t2i.al .f.tuea .. t.~. Sponfi!oring or hosting group,s should 
· notiOry tbe sw:t.tobboard t'lhenever special guests 
are on campus.. Frequently campus guests re .. 
ceive phone calls; and the switchboard operators 
receive inquiries about visits; they should; 
therefo:t"e, be informed of' names and points ot 
contact of all visitors~ 
~E~£:1-;~l, Mfi:et:tna;s and ,Oonf'epences; Spon$o;r1ng groups 
shou!& J!eep-m.ie.oFl'ice or Public I;nf'o:tJ:ms.tion 
and the s~tit¢hboa:rd inf'orraed of the t:tm.e, 
Ptt.l1Po6le• and location ot all campus meetings .. Q.u:tte frequently these services are contacted 
for in:t'ormation by ar-riving guests. NattJX>ally.• 
all rooms and equipment mu.at be cleared with 
the approp:r:ta.te agencies~ 
Al:>:PENDIX. G 
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The President :ta responsible for the administration 
of the College in all aspects. Working with him 
are a gl.'~Oup of a.dmitlistrative officers:; having 
specific responsibilities, as followt:u 
Responsibility for planning and construction 
·of buildings, use of' facilities by outside 
groups; corr.mlencement, pacultz ;F:ootno~as, 
catalog, Faculty lJ!anua!, co!lege ci!eii'Uars• 
special vesearch and reports .for tbe College, 
and other assignments by the President. 
Deatl. of Instruction 
~-'11'~ ....... '"""", ..... 
Respons:tbility for! the instructional program 
of the institution, in cooperation with the 
chairmerl. of the divisionsJ with the Coordinator 
ot Graduate Studies, supervising the operating 
of the graduate program of the College; with · 
the Ooq»di:na.tor of Ourricul:um Evaluation, plan-
ning, advising and organizing evaluation of the 
c"tmr.leul\Utl• 
Dean of S.tudenta 
~~ ... - .. -. 
General responsibility f'or all activities per ... 
tainingto student. welfa:r~·~··· $Uch ascounselj._p,g1 
student organizations, admissions and records, 
pl..acement 11 and. health services, specific res-
pt>n1$1bil:tt1es to-e which a.:re delegated to the 
Associate Dean of Students {Counseling)g the 
Associate Dean of Students (Activities} who is 
assisted by the Activittea Counselor; and ·che 
Admissions Officer who is assisted by the 
Registrar. 
-
-----
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Dean of Educational Services 
~~ - ' ~- _ zl¥ Pll" ~J U1:* 
Responsibility for surmner sessions, extension 
division, late af'ternoon and evening cla.sses, 
o.ff..,.campus cen:bers, lim5.ted students program, 
and direction of the audio-visual program~ 
Il1t.~.ine@~. ·~ 
Responsibility for finances of' the College, 
_ expendit~e.ot all f.unds, purchase of equip• 
ment, n~intenance and operation of buildings 
and g:rou.t;ldS• non ... academic persoruiel. 
Responstbili~y to the )?resident tor keeping the 
public !nf'or:m,ed about the activities of the 
Oollegt\b, and tor l•ror1d.ng with the entire staff 
on Qomraunity relat1.ons for the institution; 
assisting the President with the various found~ 
ation boards,. special repor·ts o:n college 
activities., and representing the :President at 
assigned .f'unetions. 
Responsibi.lity for the man,agement, budget, and 
pe~sonnel of the college library,. 
Divi~ton Chairmen 
~ 1 t ··. jt i '"'*. ~~--.... -
Respi>nsibil..:J.ty tor administering the program 
ot their divltnlon$; fox- su.perv1sing and assign ... 
ing the aettv:tti.es ot the statts~ and £or ' 
---" -- ~eooiYJillendiing changes- to the respective deans er 
the :President .• · 
--Oo:mposed-()f -themajo~-deans,-:ausiness- }1anagel1 ~-­
Public Infor1n.a.tion Officer; and the Pvesident 
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of the Oollege. It approves administrative 
policies which are ~eterred. to the faculty for 
final aotton. 
Composed <:>f all deans; Bt1.ainess Manager, :Public 
Information Officer,. College Librarian, 
Graduate Stu.d.y Coordinator 1 division chairmen, 
and ·the ~resident of the College. It coordi"" · 
nates the administrative activities of the 
College. 
f\,e:er.e,senta.:tive Staf;t OoUli.c:Ll 
An advisory body to the Fx>esident on insti• 
tutional policies and staff welfare~ is composed 
of one non ... adm.inistrative f'aoultry member !'x>om 
each division, one non-.administrative member from 
the library sta:!'i\ two members trom the nw.in .... 
tenance staff~ and three members from the cleri· 
cal staff. Any member of the collage staff 
Should feel free to communicate on any problem 
to his Council rep:reaentative who will then 
submit a,nonymously the communication to the 
Chairman of the Council for oons:tdera.tiono 
Composed of tb.e deane and major perso.nnel 
ottteers of the Ool1ege. It interprets College 
polior in matters o:r student records and re.-
lationlfq reviews and acts on student petitions 
for waiving :t:>ules and regttla:bionsz such as oases 
ot graduation o£ ~StUdents with minor def:tcien-
- -cies-, l?e .... adm.:t.ssiofi of disqualified_ students 11 _ 
etc ... ; investigates and acts on cases of alleged 
disorind.nation in grades; investigates cases of 
student misconduct and recommends presidential 
action of suspension or expulsion where justi ... 
f':i.edJ aeta college calendar and class schedule. 
AP:fENDIX H 
•rABLE VIII 
THE ADMINISTRATION 
"'- "'lh~ Pre$i~ent of the College is the chief executive officer of the 
Q911e:g~, i·s-r~sponsible for the enforcement of rules and regulations . 
-~of-· iiie colleg~, and makes such r~commendations to the Board and 
. f~~~ltY as are a eemed desirable'f or the proper conduct and develop-
·meht. of college work. 
The Office of Placement is ma intained for students and a lumnae. 
Information and literature on occupational fields and counseling on 
vocational choice is available. Students in attendance are ass isted in 
locating port-time work during the college year and employment 
during the summer. Assistance in obtaining ful l-time employment is 
gi.ven seniors, former students, and alumnae who file permanent 
cumulative references and other materials with the Office. • 
!2: 
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The Department of institution Administration is respons ible for -· 
housing on campus and for the management of college kitchens and 
dining halls. The department conducts a training course for g raduate 
dietitians. The student waitresses are u·nde r the supe rvision of the 
staff of the department. 
0 
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The Stenographic Bureau serves the departments of the College in 
the typing and mimeographing of department material , examina-
·tions , sy~labi, book lists, and laboratory exercises. 
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION 
~~ 
Mary Woods Be'! nett, Ph.D. 
,!-3 ~ 
P:l H 
Dean of the Facu lty, Provost trj lA 
Acting Presi de nt ({.! ~ 
Director of Gradua te Stud y 1-3 > 
Dean of Students, Cha ir man of Residence § :::1 
Ass istant to the Dean of Students ~ ~ 
end Directo r of P!acem.ent l-3 
Vice-President and Treasurer of ;:r: ~ 
the College ·!I> 
Barbara M. Garcia, Ph .D. 
Patricia A. Brauel , M.A . 
Mary Jo Clark, M.A. 
Robert F. Hitchcock, M.B.A. 
Fred M. Livingston , B.A. 
John G. Brown . 
Comptroller E3 ~ 
Plant Manager ~ 8 
Vice-President and Secretary of the C.ollege 0 (,-:1 Paul Naton . 
~ Margaret Williams 
Elizabeth Reynolds, M.A. 
George Hedley, D.Theol. 
Helen R. Demsey, M.A. ' 
Jeanne McConeghy, B.A. 
Eu nice Lemkul , B.A. ~ 
· ~velyn R~ Urrere, M.D. 
Ev~lyn Deane; B.A. 
Margot Pekar 
Director of Pub li c Informa tion 
College Libraria n 
Chaplai n 
Director of Institution Administration 
Director of Adm issions 
Recorder 
College Physician 
Execu tive Secret ary, Alumnae Associat ion 
Man~ger of the College Shop 
DEPARTMENTS 
MILLS COLLEGE LIBRARY 
~ 
0"' \ . .,
'--'-
Lib rarian: ~Iizabeth Reynolds 
ljbrary -Hours: Monday through fhur~day : 8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m., 
7:39-10 -p.m.; Friclay: 8:00 o .m.-5:00 p.rT) .; ~aturgoy: 8:30 a.m.-
i 2 noon, 1 :09-S:OQ p,m. Sunday: 1-4, 7:30-1 Q p.m . 
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PRESS RELEASE DESCRIBING A. PitOT 
VENTURE AT MILLS OOLLEGE 
(FROM THE OJ!'FICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION) 
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July 19; 195$ , ., •• A pilot venture in co ... 
operative teaching was announced by Mills College 
:President Lynn White~ jx>.,, today. upon receipt of' a 
$70,000 grant from the Carnegie Corporation ot 
New Yo:rk to strengthen the Oakland ea;mpua px>og:t'ia.:m. of 
American Studies.. Terms of the Carnegie gift 
provide tor a tive~year expansion of the current Mills 
plan for the study of Alr.terican Civilization, and the 
tinanoing of a. large-seale experimentation program 
which :may ve'r!y well stimulate important educational 
trends of the future. 
The new plan, which is. to be launched at the 
start of the forthcoming Fall term. will establish 
M.:tlls as the West Coast oollege·w1th the most 
comPletely integrated program in the American Studies 
.f'ieldo 
The ove~~a1l aim is to b~eak down the ba~riers of 
departmental lines~ Inatead of a:htending a class 
conducted by one professor, Mills students e~olled 
~n pilot hUmanities courses will st~dy undev several 
professors of ve\ried .fields ...... all oi' whom will teach 
tlle same class at the same time, using special dis.-
euss:ton methods !'or students and faculty. 
In addition to the introduction of eJq)erimental 
gJ?oup teaching methods, other major features of the 
long~range integration project, which will be organi~ 
zed as the In$titute of American Studies, will in ... 
elude a pioneer post-doctoral seminar for professorsli 
This will enable instruc·co:r>s to step out of theil? 
speetali~ed areas, take intensive si.x-vmek courses 
_____ .from-one--another, e.nd- acquire bette.v perspecti:'\res of 
their colleagues' lines of interest. 
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General Telephone Information DATA 
(FROM THE OFFICE MANAGER WS HANDBOOK 
PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY) 
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CORRECT TELEPHONE USAGE 
When Alexander Graham Bell invented the 
telephone, many people thought it w""> just " an im-
practical toy". Yet today it is almost impossible 
to imagine our lives without it. 
Eight out of ten homes in most American 
cities now have telephone service . Americans use 
the telephone almost as soon as they learn to talk, 
and they take telephone service for granted . 
That is just the difficulty. It is so easy 
to become careless with a convenience we us e so 
often and so casually. It ts so easy to form bad 
telephone habits ... even bad telephone manners. 
While this is not a great drawback in con-
tacts with friends and family, it is certainly no 
asset to one's personality. In the bu..siness world. 
bad telephone habits are a positive liability. 
So much business is transacted by tele-
phone today that a person who uses the telephone 
improperly is badly handicapped. 
Fundamentals of Telephone Technique 
In order to drive an automobile you should 
know how it operates. You should learn all the 
traffic rules, take lessons from a good ins true tor 
and practice until you acquire enough skill to pass 
a driver's test. 
Similarly, in order to use the telephone 
skillfully , you must learn the fundamentals of cor-
r ect telephone technique, then practice these rules 
unt il they become second nature to you. Good tele-
phone habits and pleasant telephone manners are 
valuable in both business and social life . 
Answer Promptly 
When your telephone rings , ans wer prompt-
ly, before the second ring if possible. Your tele-
phone caller is entitled to the courtesy of a prompt 
answer. In business it is expected. 
The continued ringing of a telephone in an 
office or store or any place of business is disturb-
ing to everyone. 
A prompt answer saves time. It helps pre-
vent i rritation and impatience on the part of the 
caller and makes your job easier. 
Use the Telephone Instrument Correctly 
Just as you must use any mechanical de-
vice properly to get the best results, you must 
use the telephone instrument correctly. Hold the 
telephone so that the voice is directed s raight in-
to the transmitter. Keep the transmitter not more 
than one inch from your lips. Letting it drop to 
chin level or propping it up with your shoulder 
makes your voice s ound weak and far away. 
If you hold the transmitter properly you 
will be easily understood, and the life and sparkle 
which you put into your voice will not be lost. 
Talk Immediately and Identify Yourself 
fhe calling party can hear you pick up the 
recei ver, so talk immediately and identify your-
'self. 
It is just as unbu..s iness like and dis courte-
ous to continue a conversation with someone els e 
after you pick up the receiver as it is to operate 
the typewriter while talking to a visitor. If the 
calling party overhears something not intended for 
his ears, it might prove embarrassing. There-
fore, give prompt identification in a pleas ant, 
cheerful manner as soon as you pick up the re-
ceiver. 
Give the Caller Your Undivided Attention 
Be a good listener and give the caller your 
undivided attention. Concentrate on the caller's 
opening statement or you may miss some valuable 
information. 
Inattention on your part may make it nec-
essary for you to ask for information already vol-
unteered by the caller and give him the impression 
that you are not in teres ted and don' t care to be 
helpful. 
Have the Necessary Materials Avai lable 
You will find that if you have the necessary 
materials available to properly handle telephone 
calls you will save time and make your job easier. 
It is annoying to the caller if you keep him waiti. r.; 
while you find a pencil to take an order or record 
a message. It is more businesslike and efficient to 
be prepared at all times with pad and pencil. Rec-
ords or reference material frequently consulted 
should be at hand. 
Take Notes 
You know how important it is to be a good 
listener and to give your undivided attention. It is 
just as important to take notes during a conver, a-
tion. 
